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Abstract
The notions of upper and lower faithful d.g. near-rings, first
given by J.D.P. Meldrum [11], are generalized and used to prove that
the category }q of all faithful d.g. near-rings is a reflective as
well as a coreflective subcategory of the category Jl of all d.g.
near-rings. Jl and ^0 nrc also shown to be complete and cocomplete.
Let S be an algebraic category satisfying certain conditions
and let <D be a reflective subcategory of such that each
reflection homoiaorphisni is onto. In chapter 5 , it Is proved that if
this is the case, then the existence of limits.in <0 implies the
existence of limits in ^ . An abstract version of this result is
also given in this chapter.
If S is an inverse semigroup of endomorphisms of an additive
group G , then S is shown to be an inverse semigroup of partial
isomorphisms of G such that each s e S gives a splitting of G
and these splittings are shown to satisfy certain conditions. This
result and its converse are given in chapter 5 • Moreover, in this
chapter, it is proved that for an inverse semigroup S., each d.g.
near-ring (R,s) is faithful, having a faithful representation on
its additive group (R, +) .
Throught this work , a few categories are involved. In chapter 4,
the existence of some natural functors, among these categories, is
shown.
In the last chapter, the concept of a group d.g. near-ring,
given by J.D.P. Meldrum [12] for a faithful d.g. near-ring , is
generalized.
Introduction
A d.g. near-ring is not necessarily i'aithful. But J.D.P. I'eldrum,
in [ll] , proved that with each d.g. near-ring we can associate two
faithful d.g. near-rings, namely the upper and lower faithful d.g.
near-rings. In chapter 2 , we generalize the notions of upper and
lower faithful d.g. near-rings and make a correction in the latter case.
Then using these ideas, we show that the category , of all faithful
d.g,, near-rings, is a reflective as well as a coreflective subcategory
of the category L(i of all d.g. near-rings. Moreover we prove that
the categories JL and are complete and cocomplete.
It may be interesting to mention that initially we proved the
existence of products and general limits first in Tft and then, with
the help of this result, we demonstrated the existence of products and
general limits in Jt , which is unusual. When we looked into the
structure of the product object in f We noticed that the existence
of products in cfl can be proved directly. But the original proof
provided a general result of algebraic categories 'which satisfy
certain conditions. We give this in chapter 3 , where we also prove
an abstract version of this result.
The generating semigroup plays an important role in the structure
and behaviour of a d.g. near-ring; for example,
1) if S has a left identity e , then e is a left identity of
(R,s) and so (R,s) is faithful having a faithful representation
on (R , + ) ,
2) if the generating semigroup S is a group, then (R, s) is
faithful.
Therefore it was natural to think about the behaviour of d.g. near-
rings generated by other types of semigroups, for,example, inverse
semigroups. J.D.P. Meldrum thought about this and conjectured that
"every d.g. near-ring (R,s), over an inverse semigroup S , is
faithful, having a faithful representation on (R, +) ". We prove
this conjecture in chapter 5. In that chapter, we also study the
representations of an inverse semigroup and prove that, if an inverse
semigroup , S is contained in the semigroup of endomorphisms of a
group G , then S is an inverse semigroup of partial isomorphisms
of G such that each s e S gives a splitting of G , satisfying
certain conditions. We prove the converse of this result as well.
In considering the behaviour of d.g. near-rings, we relate a few
categories, namely the categories of all d.g. near-rings, of all
faithful d.g. near-rings, of all semigroups, of all groups, of all sets
and of (R,s)-groups for a d.g. near-ring (R,s) . In chapter 4 , we
give a few natural functors among these categories, and their properties.
J.D.P. Meldrum ,in [12] , constructed a group d.g. near-ring
(r(g),SG) for a faithful d.g. near-ring (r,s) over a multiplicative
group g ♦ In chapter 6 , we generalize this idea and construct a
Croup d.c. near-ring for any d.g. near-ring (R,s) on a multiplicative
group G , as a hornoinorphic image of (r(g),SG) , where (R,s) is the
upper faithful d.g. near-ring for (R, s) .
For the contents of § 1.1, we refer to [ 15] , except for where
it is mentioned other-wise and the definition of an adjunction, for
-which the reference is made to [10] . Since we often work in the
categories consisting of algebraic systems, we give some definitions
and results in § 1.2, from [5] , which deals with algebraic categories
only.
Up-to now there is only one book published on near-rings [15] ,
in which almost all the material available on this subject is gathered
systematically. So we refer to this book in general for the contents
of § 5 1.4., 1.5 , and 1.6. But occasionally we mention the alterna¬
tive sources, where the topics we need are not covered fully in this
book. Note that a few of our terms are different from that of [15] •
I11 [ 10] , [15] and [15] the maps are written on the left.
But, to be consistent with our work to follow, we have shifted them to
the right.
For the contents of § 5.1 we refer to [9] , [l] and [2],
and for that of § 6.1 we refer to [12] . For the results of group
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1. Categories and Functors
Definition 1.1.1. a category ,„fl is a class of objects together
with a class u , Horn (a,b) which is a disjoint union of sets
(A,B) el A
Hom^(A,B) , possibly empty, of arrows, called morphisms with domain
a and codomain b , for all pairs a , b of objects of .
Furthermore for objects a , b , c of i^L and a c Horn (a,b) ,
it
[3 e Horn (B,c) a composition is defined as a [3 e Horn (a,c) which
</l
satisfies :
1) whenever the compositions make sense we have
(a /3) y = a (/3 y )
2) for each object a € , there exists la e Horn (A,a) such
that a I = a , I/3=/3 whenever the compositions make sense.
A Xi.
A category is called a small category if the class of
objects of Jl is a set. In this case the class of morphisms
U Horn /a,b) , being a union of sets indexed over a set , is
(a,b) el,#
also a set.
7vre normally write a f to mean that a is an object in Jt
and a ; a ^ b to mean that a e Horn (a,b) .
Ji
Examples 1.1.2.
1) The collection of all groups with group homomorphisms.
2) The collection A of all abelian groups with group homomorphisms.
3) The collection of all sets and set mappings.
4) The collection of all near—rings and near_ring homomorphisms.
5) The collection of all d.g. near-rings and d.g. near-ring homomor—
phismsv
Definition 1.1.5. A category is called a subcategory of a
category J if
1) rfi £ Jl f i.e. , the objects of '£) are also objects of JL •
2) Horn (A,B) C Hom^(A,B) , for all objects A , B in ']0 •
3) The composition of two morphisms in la is the same as their com¬
position in J .
4) I e Horn ..(A,A) is the same in % as in j'l for all A e ^ .A at)
If furthermore Horn (A,B) = Horn /?(a,b) for all A , B € 13 »
Do "t
then ^3 is called a full subcategory of J'l .
Example 1.1.2.(2) is a full subcategory of 1.1.2.C1) whereas
1.1.2.(s) is a subcategory of 1.1.2.(4) which is not full.
Definition 1.1.4. The dual category Jl of a category Jl has
the same class of objects as J and is such that
Horn . (A,B) = Horn.*(B,a)
J JL
for all A B in JL • The composition /3 a in Jl is defined
as the composition a /3 in Jl . Clearly ( Jl) = J and conse-
2
cuently every result about categories actually embodies two results.
If a statement p is true for a category Lf[ , then there is a dual
statement P* which will be true for . If the assumptions on
jl used to prove p hold also in ^ * , then p* is true for
( A*- A.
Definition 1.1.5. A morphism a e Horn (A,B) is called a mono-
morphism if f a = g a implies that f = g for all morphisms f, g
with codomain A . a is called an epimorphism if' af = ag implies
that f = g for all morphisms f , g with domain B . In other words a
is a monomorphism (epimorphism) if a is right(left) cancellable .
The notion of an epimorphism is dual to that of a monomorphism.
Theorem 1.1.6. a) If a , ^3 are epimorphisms (monomorphisms)
and aft is defined then aft is an epimorphism (a monomorphism).
b) If aft is an epimorphism (a monomorphism) then ft (a ) is an
epimorphism (a monomcrphism).
Definition 1.1.7. A morphism 8 : A > B is said to be
an isomorphism if there exists a morphism 6' i B A such that
6 6* = I and 6' 8 = i_ . A morphism (isomorphism) a : a *>A
xi. J-J
is called an endomorphism (automorphism) of A .
Definition 1.1.8. In a category, if a : a'- > A is a mono¬
morphism, a' is called a subobject of a and we refer to a as the
inclusion of A' in A . Sometimes we write a : A' C a. If a is
3
not an isomorphism we call A', a proper subobject of A . The comp¬
osition of a monomorphism a : a' ^ A with a morphism
f > A -> B is often denoted By f / A* and is called the restr¬
iction of f to A'.
Definition 1.1.9. Given two morphisms a , /? : A y B in
a category J{_, > a morphism y : K ^ A is called an equalizer
of a and /? if y a = y j3 and if for every morphism y': K' ) A
with y a = y [3 there exists a unique morphism p : K'- y K
such that (jy = y' . We write K = Equ (a,/3) .
Usually K is called the equalizer and y is viewed as an inc¬
lusion map because of the following result :
Theorem 1.1.10 If y is an equalizer of a , /3 then y is a
monomorphism. Ary two equalisers of a , /3 are isomorphic subobje-
cts of A .
Definition 1.1.11. Let [ u,. : A. — >A L . be a familyA A A C A
of subobjects of A . We call a morphism u : A1 y A the
intersection of the family if for each A e A there exists a unique
morphism ; A' >- such that u = u^ and furthermore if
every morphism v : B y A factoring through each u^ , factors
uniquely through u 0
Consider a diagram
A* B«
v,Tiere f is any morphism and the vertical morphisms are monomorpnisms.
Then v;e say that the subobject A' is carried into the subobject B'
by f if there exists a morphism g : A' y B1 (necessarily unique)
making the above diagram commutative.
Definition 1.1.12. The union of a family [ A. : A e A j of sub-
objects of an object A is defined as a subobject A' of A which
is preceded by each of the A. , and which lias the following property:A
If f : A ^ B is a morphism and each A, is carried into someA
subobject B1 by f , then A* is also carried into B' by f , The
object A' is denoted by U [ A^ : A e A j .
Definition 1.1.1b. Let f : A y B be in tl . Then the
image of f is defined as the smallest subobject of B which f
factors through; that is a monomorphiam u : I y B is the image
of f if f = f1 u for some f1 : A ^ I and if u precedes
any other monomorphism into B with the same property. The object I
is usually denoted by Im f .
Definition 1.1.14. An object 0 e JL is called a zero object if
Horn (0,a) and Horn (A, 0) have precisely one morphism each, for each
A e Jl . A morphisra f : A y B in si? is a zero morphism if it
the
factors through^zero object.
For the following two definitions we assume that the category-
has a zero object.
5
Definition 1.1.15. [lO] The cokernel of f : A y B is a
morphism g : 3 y D such that
1) f e = 0 : A y D ,
2) if there is a morphism h : B C such that f h = 0 , then
h = g h' for a unique morphism h* : D y C .
f g





G f h = 0
Cokernels are epimorphisms.
Definition 1.1.16. For f : A y B in t/x > we call a morph¬
ism u : K A , the kernel of f , if u f = 0 and if for every
morphism u' : it' y A with u'f = 0 , there exists a unique morph¬
ism y ; K ^ K' such that y u = u' .





K' u'f = 0
Kernels are monomorphismso We usually write K = Ker f •
Definition 1.1.17. Let [ A^ : A f A J be a family of objects in a
category • An object A e i/2 together with a family
I p. : A _v A, j, . of morphisms is the product ofA t A A C A
[ A^ : A e A } if whenever there is a family
6
i s B
^ of morphisms in JL , then there
exists a unique morphism $ : B 5- A such that <£ p = ^
for each A e A . We write A = [| A^ and call the p^'s projec-
A e A
tions.
Dually we define the coproiuct [ : A^ ^ A ^ A <r A in
tit of J A^ : A e A ] . We write A = J_|_ A^ or * A^ and
A e A A e A
call the u^' s injections#.
Definition 1.1.1 8 A triple (A,M,d) , where A is a set whose
elements are called vertices, M a set whose elements are called
arrows and d a function : M A x A , is called a diagram
scheme. If in d = (A,p) we say A is the origin and p the extr¬
emity of m .
Definition 1.1.19 Let iJL be a category. A diagram D in J-[
over' a scheme (A,M,d) is a function which assigns to each vertex
A e A an object A. of and to each arrow m with origin A
A
and extremity p a morphism m D = m^ e Hony (A^,A^) •
Definition 1.1.20 A diagram, in which any two different finite
compositions of morphisms with same origin and extremity are equal,
is called a commutative diagram.
Definition 1.1.21 If D is a diagram in over a scheme
(A,M,d) , we say that a family [ : A ^ AA ^A e A °f
morphisms is compatible for D if for every arrow m £ M the diagram
is commutative.
Definition 1.1.22 A. family [ : A ^ AA ^A £ A is
a limit for D in c'f if it is compatible for D and if for every
compatible family [ /? : B > A, ] , . for D in j[ ,A A A C A
there exists a unique morphism : B A such that
^ a A = ^A f°r each A 6 A • If 1^:3 ^ Aa € A
is also a limit for D then <£ is an isomorphism.
If a category ,/£ has all limits for all diagram schemes , then
it is called a complete category.
Dually v.e can define the notions of cocompatible family , col.imit
for a diagram and cocomplete category .
Definition 1.1.25 Let A and V> be two categories . A
covariant functor T : A -> % is a function which assigns
to each object A £ J[ an object A T £ % > and 1° each morphism
a : A >- B in A a morphism a T I A T B T such
that
8
1) if a P is defined in ,/{ , then (a /?) T = (a T) (/3 T),
3) JA 1 " XA I f°r 6ach k € •
/
Definition 1.1. 24 If A is a subcategory of A , then the
/
covariant functor I : A ^ A such that A I = A for all
A e A > and a I = a for all morphisms a in A is called the
/
inclusion functor of Jl in </2 „
Definition 1.1.25 Let S , T be two covariant functors from
a category A to a category 73 . Suppose that for each A e A »
^ A T such that for everythere is a morphism 77 : A SA










is commutative. Then 77 J S T is called a natural
transformation from S to T . If each 77^ is an isomorphism then
77 is called a natural equivalence.
Definition 1.1.2 6 Let A and 70 I>e two categories together
with two covariant functors F : A > © and G : 1$ ^ A
Suppose that there is a function <p which assigns to each pair (A,B)
9
of (ft x P) a bijection <j> which in turn assigns to each morph-A ,a
ism f : A B & a morphism f <i _ = f <4 ; A F B
A,B
such that for all morphisms h : A' A , k : B p- B' ,
(h f) 0 = h F • f <P , (f . k G ) $ = f c}> . k .
Then we say that (F,&,$) is an adjunction and F is the coadjoint
of G and G is the adjoint of F .
Remark 1.1.27 V.re are using the terms of adjoint and coadjoint
in the sense of Mitchell [is].
Definition 1.1.2 8 Bet be a subcategory of a cate gory Ji .
A coreflection for A e c^L in tfl is an object AT € c togeth¬
er with a morphism
6. 1 A > A TA
such that for every object A' e Jl and every morphism
a : A — A* there exists a unique morphism /3 : A T ^ A'
such that the diagram
fi
is commutative . Equivalently , denoting by I the inclusion func¬
tor : / „ J,A —A T defines a coreflection
10
of A in Ji j.l' the function
Ko:n /(AT , A') Horn (A , A'l)
Ji Ji
induced by 6 is a one to one correspondence for all A' f JI *
From the uniqueness of the inorphism ft : AT y- A' it follows
that any tivo corefloctions of A in Jf^ are isomdrphic. If J is
a full subcategory of , then every object of J which is in Jj
is its own coreflection via the identity morphism.
Dually, for A € J , 6^ : AT -— y, A is called the
reflection of A in JI if AT f JI and if for every morphism
a I A1 y- A with A* e J there is a unique morphism








If every object of Jl has a coreflection (reflection) in J ,
then J is called a coreflective (reflective) subcategory of CJ .
In this case T ; J J{ becomes a covariant functor, f
called the coreflector (reflector) of in A , which assigns
to each morphism a : A -y- ^ of J the unique morphijLsm











is commutative. It is easy to check the naturality of the 1-1 cor¬
respondence $ : Horn (AT , A')
t't
Horn (A , A'l)
Jt
( 4> : Horn (A' , AT) Horn (A'l , A) ) in both A and A'
> Jt is a coreflector
Therefore we have :
Theorem 1.1.29 If T : Jl
(reflector) functor then T is a coadjoint (adjoint) of the inclusion
functor I : J ./£ .
/
Conversely, if the inclusion functor I : Jl y Jt has
a coadjoint (adjoint) T then T is the coreflector (reflector) of
J in Jl .
/
Theorem 1.1.30 Let J be a full reflective subcategory of
a category Jl . If a diagram D in Jl over a scheme (A,M,d) ,
las a colimit i ct : A
A A > A , A in lJ , then AT = AA e A
AT
€ a a °f D in
I , T being the reflector of Jl in id .
1 V ! h
Theorem 1.1.31 Let or be a full reflective subcategoiy of !
. /
ate gory J • If a diagram D in Jl over a scheme (A ,M,d),
12
has a limit | p. : A > A, ], a in then it has aA ' A A f A
/
limit [ d p : AT > A. ]. . in J{ , where 6 : AT ~ AA A A e A '
is the reflection of A in J[ , with T the reflector of jl in
i'L L- o
Definition 1.1.52. Let a category ^/Z.have a property p , where
p can be intersections ( unions, images, kernels, cokernels,
intersection of kernels ) . Then we say that J[ is a category
with p o
1.2. Algebraic Categories
By an algebraic category we mean a category with objects having
certain algebraic structure or structures, for example, rings,groups,
modules, near-rings etc. , and having as morphisms the structure
preserving mappings. We call morphisms in this case, homomorphisms
( of the structure of the objects ). Vie say a homomorphism is an
epimorphism ( monomorphism, isomorphiam ) if it is a surjection
( injection, bijection ). We note that an epimorphiam ( monomorphism,
isomorphism ) is also an epimorphism ( monomorphism, isomorphism ) in
the sense of 1.1.5.
Throughout this section jfl denotes an algebraic category.
15
The notions of binary relation and an equivalence relation are
defined as usual.
Definition 1.2.1. An equivalence relation p on A e is
called a congruence if it is a subobject of A x A ®
Definition 1.2.2-. The composition of two binary relations 4>
and tjt on A £ ^ is defined as follows :
o ^ = I (x,y) <r A X A : (x,z) e <f> , (z,y) £ tp for some z £ A ] .
Let f : A B be a honomorphism in Jl . Then
cr = f o f 1 is an equivalence relation on A .
Definition 1.2.3. a in the above result is called the kernel
of f and is written as Ker f .
Theorem 1.2.4. The kernel of a hornomorphism is a congruence.
For A £ Jh and for any congruence cr on A , A / cr is an
object of c(l and a i A -—-—> A / a is an epiroorphism with
Ker cr ' = cr .
Theorem 1.2.5. Let f : A > B be an epimorphisra and
g : A C be ary homomorphism such that Ker f C Ker g .
Then there exists a unique homomorphism h : B y C such that
f h = g .
14
1.3. The Category -<lj of all Groups
Let G f . If G is generated as a group by a subset X ,
we write G = Gp [xj . In this case each element g of G is writ¬
ten as g = <r x + c x + x , x f X , c = * t »
11 22 n n i I
1=1 ______ n) n a finite integer.
Definition 1.3.1. An element fx + _ _ _ + e x of
11 n n
G = GpiXj is called a relation in G relative to X if it is 0 in
G .
Definition 1.3.2. Let G = Gpfxj and H •g(J any group . Then we
call a mapping a : X > H well-defined if whenever
fx + _____ + ex is a relation in G relative to X ,
11 n n
fxa + — - __+ exa is 0 in H.
11 ri n
Theorem 1.3.3. Let G = Gp[xj and H be ary group . Then a
well-defined mapping a : X > H can be extended to a group
homomorphism a : G H .
The category is complete and cocomplete. In this case the
coprolucts are called free products and we write G = * H to mean
A. e A A
that G is the free product of the family j H : A f A J of groups •A
Theorem 1.3.4. Let G be the free product of a family
[ : A e A j of groups. Then each non-zero element g of G is
•uniquely expressible as
15
0 ^ \ C \ » \ t \ , 1 = 1 » » r - i
I I
Theorem 1.5.5. Let G = H * K , for G , H and Ke ^ ,
and let N be a normal subgroup of K . Then
G / := H * ( K / N ) ,
Q.
where N is the normal closure of N in G •
Note. The results of § 1.2 and §1.5 will be used frequ¬
ently and since they are well known we will not mention them explici¬
tly .
1.4. Near-Rings
Definition 1.4.1. A (left) near-ring is a set R together
with two binary operations + and . such that
1) (R,+) is a group , not necessarily commutative ,
2) (R,•) is a semigroup ,
3) for all r , r and r in R ,
12 3
r^r+r; = r r + r r ,
12 3 12 13
(r + )
2
i.e. , the elements of R satisfy the left distributive law.
Examples 1.4.2.
1) The set T(g) of all mappings of a group G into itself with
pointwise addition and multiplication as composition of mappings ,
16
forms a near-ring. '
2) The subset T^(g) of T(g) consisting of all mappings v.hich
map 0 onto 0 , is also a near-ring.
3) Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Then the set R[x]
of polynomial s v/ith usual addition and v/ith the operation of substit¬
ution as multiplication , forms a near-ring.
4) let g be a non_abelian group and End(g) be the semigroup of
endomorphisros of g . End(g) is not closed under addition , but the
set of all finite sums and differences of the elements of End(g) is
closed under addition and multiplication, and forms a near-ring. We
denote this near-ring by e(g) .
Theorem 1.4.3. In a near-ring R ,
r 0 = 0 and r (-r) = - r r ,
i 1
for all r , r e R •
1
Remark 1.4.4. In general 0 r ^ 0 and (-r) r' £ _ r r*.
For example in t(g) , 0 . f / 0 and (-f) . f' / - (f . f') in
general.
Definition 1.4.5. A near-ring R is said to be zero symmetric
if Or = 0 for all r e R .
Tq(g) in 1.4.2.(2) is a zero symmetric near-ring.
Definition 1.4. 6. A mapping a from a near-ring R to a near-
17
ring T is called a near-ring homomorphism if
a is a group homomorphism from (R,+) to (T,+) ,
2) a is a semigroup hoiaomorphism from (R,.) to (T,.) .
We can define epimorphism , monomorphism and isomorphism in the
usual way.
Definition 1.4.7. A subset S of R is said to be a sub-near-
ring of the near_ring R if S itself is a near-ring with respect to
the same addition and multiplication.
Tq(g) is a sub near-ring of T(g) .
Definition 1.4.8. We call a normal subgroup I of a near-ring
R an ideal if
1) R I C I
2) for all r , r' e R and all a e I
(r + a) r' — r r' el
A normal subgroup of a near-ring R satisfying (!) is called
a left ideal of R , while a normal subgroup satisfying (2) is cal¬
led a right ideal of R . is an n ideal.: of R .
It is ea.sy to see that I is an ideal of a near-ring R if and
only if r = r'(mod i) is a congruence relation on R • For every
ideal I , the quotient set R / I is a near-ring.
Theorem 1.4.9. (Homomorphism Theorem)
1) If I is an ideal of a near-ring R then the canonical map
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it : R ' ^ R / I is a near-ring homomorphism and R / I is a
homomOrphic image of R .
2) Conversely, if a : R _ \. T is a near-ring epimorphism
then R / Ker a = T .
Theorem 1.4.10 Let a : R T be a near-ring epimor¬
phism . Then there is a one to one, order preserving, correspondence
between the sub-near-rings (ideals) of R containing Ker a and the
sub-near-rings (ideals) of T .
If it i R R / I is the canonical- epiinorphism then
for all ideals J of R , such that J D I ,
7T (R ) /V( J ) = R / J .
Theorem 1.4.11. If I and J are ideals of a near-ring R ,
then I H J is an ideal of R and J + I / I — J / I O J .
Definition 1.4.12. A group G is called an R-group , R a
near-ring, if there exists a mapping p : G x R G defined
(g9r)^=gr such that for all r,r* e R , g e G
g (r + r') = gr + gr'
g(r r') = (gr)r1 .
Obviously (R,+) is an R-group for every near-ring R .
1.5. D.G. Near-Rings
Definition 1.5.1. An element d of a near-ring R is said
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to be distributive if (r + r1) d = rd + r'd for all r , r* e R .
A near-ring in which every element is distributive is called a distr¬
ibutive near-ring.
The endomorphisms of & are distributive in the near-ring Tq(&)
(1.4.2.(2)) .
Remark 1.5.2. In a near-ring the set of distributive elements
forms a multiplicative semigroup.
Definition 1.5.3. A near-ring R is said to be a d.g. near-
ring (distributively generated near-ring) if (R,+) is generated by
a semigroup S of distributive elements of R . S need not be the
whole set of distributive elements of R . Because of the importance
of the generating semigroup we write a d.g. near-ring as (R,s) •
For any non abelian group G , (e(g),End(G)) is a d.g. near-
ring.
Remark 1.5.4. Every element r of a d.g. near-ring (R,s) is
a finite sum of the form r = e s + ____ __ + Cs , c = it 1 >
11 n n I
s. cS, i=i j -»n •
1
We will represent r e (R,s) in this way without further refer_
ence.
Theorem 1.5.5. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. Then
V re (R,s) and V s e S
(-T)S = -(rsp > s(-r) = - (sr.)
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2) (R,S) is zero symmetric ,
3) V r , r* e (R,s) and V s e S
(r + r') (-s) =—(r + r') s = —(r s + r's) = -r* s — rs ,
n m
4) if r = Z e-L Si; » r' = E ^ , 3. , t.e St-1 I I {-> j J I J
i = 1 j - 1
m n
r r' - E "j ( 2 «, 1) •
j = 1 i = i
Theorem 1.5.6. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring . Then
1) R is distributive if and only if Va,b,c,deR,
ab + cd = cd + ab,
i.e. , if and only if R2 is abelian ,
2) (R,+) is abelian if and only if (R,+,.) is a ring.
Theorem 1.5.7. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. Then
1) if S contains a left (right, two-sided) identity e then e is
a left (right, two sided) identity for R .
2) if R contains exactly one left (right) identity then it is the
two -sided identity of R .
Theorem 1.5.8. i) If a near-ring R contains a d.g. near-
ring T then R is not necessarily d.g.
2) A sub-near-ring of a d.g. near-ring need not be d.g.
3) Every homomorphic image of a d.g. near-ring is a d.g. near-ring.
Theorem 1.5.9. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. A normal sub-
group I of (r,+) is an ideal of (r,s) if and only if
1) R I C I ,
2) I S C I *
Theorem 1.5.10 [11] Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-i-ing , X a sub¬
set of (R>s) . The ideal generated by X is the normal subgroup of
(R»+) generated by
RXS = [rxs,rx,xs,x :reR,xeX,seSj.
Definition 1.5.11. Let (R,s) and (T,u) be two d.g. near-
rings. A mapping a : (R,s) -> (T,u) is called a d.g. near-
ring homomorphisra if a is a near-ring homomorphism from R to T
which maps S into U .
Remark 1.5.12. The kernel of a d.g. near-ring homomorphism is
an ideal and one can state the homomorphism and isomorphism theorems
for d.g. near-rings.
Theorem 1.5.13. [11] Let (R,s) and (T,u) be two d.g. near-
rings. A group homomorphism a : (R,+) > (T,+) is a d.g.
from CR,S) to CT,U)
near-ring homomorphism^if a is a semigroup homomorphism from S
to U .
Let S be a multiplicative semigroup . Let (Fr(s),+) be the
free group on the set S • This group consists of all finite sums





Theorem 1.5.14. i) The multiplication . is well defined.
2) (Fr(s),+,.) is a d.g. near-ring generated by S .
3) For every d.g. near-ring (T,u) , every semigroup homomorphism
6 i S > U can be extended uniquely to a d.g. near-ring
homomorphism : (Fr(s),s) ^ (T,u) .
4) Every d.g. near-ring (R,s) is a homomorphic image of (Fr(s),s).
6) (Fr(s),S) is determined uniquely to within d.g. near-ring isomo¬
rphism.
Definition 1.5.15. (Fr(s),s) is called the free d.g. near-ring
on the multiplicative semigroup S .
1.6. Representations
Definition 1.6.1.(0 Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring . A group G
is called an (R,s)-group if there exists a d.g. near-ring homomorph¬
ism 6 l (R,s) (e(G) ,End(G)) . The map 6 is often omitted
and we write gr for g(rfi) y g e G , r e (R>s) .
2) Let S be a multiplicative semigroup. A group G is said to be
an S-group if there exists a semigroup homomorphism 6 from S to
End( G) and we write gs for the element g(s0 ) of G .
In [ (2) ] 6 is said to be a representation of (R,s)
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is] on G .
Remark 1.6.2. If (R,s) is a d.g. near-ring , then an R-group
G- is an (R,s)- group if and only if G is an S-group under the in¬
duced representation.
Theorem 1.6.3. [6] Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and G an
(R,s)-group. A subgroup H of G is an (R,s)-group if and only if
it is an S-group.
Theorem 1.6.4.[7] 1jEvery S-group G , S a multiplicative sem¬
igroup, is an (Fr(s),s) group.
2) Let (R,S) = (Fr(s),s) / I be a d.g. near-ring. Then an S
group G is an (R,s)-group if and only if G I = [Oj .
Definition 1.6.5. Let H and G be (R,s)-groups [ S-groups }.
A group homomorphiam a : H G is called an (R, s)-homomor-
phism { S-homomorphism ] if for all h e H , (hr ) a = (ha ) r for
all r e (R, s) [ (hs)a = (ha) s , for all s f S j •
Definition 1.6.6. A subset X of an (R,s) group G is called
a free (R,s)-generating set or a basis of G if for every (R,s)-
group H and for every mapping a : X y H there exists a
unique (R, s)-homomorphism <p : G ^ H extending a t dnd such a
group is cdlled a free ( R , S) - group.
The next result shows that for any non empty set X we can cons -
truct a free (R,s)-group with X as its basis.
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Theorem 1.6.7. [11] Let (R,s) — (Fr(s),s) /I be a d.g.
near-ring and X be any set. Let Fr(x,s) be the free group gene¬
rated by the set [ x , sx : x e X , s e S ] and
Fr(x,s) I = Gp[ ga : g e Fr(x,s) , a e I j .
Then Fr(X,R,s) = Fr(x,s) / Fr(X,s) I is the free (R,s)-group on X ,
where Fr(x,s) I is the normal closure of Fr(X, s) I in Fr(x,s) .
Definition 1.6.8. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and G an
(R,s)-group with representation 6 . Then
1) the representation 9 is called faithful if Ker 6 = [Oj ,
2) if (RjS) has an identity element 1 , the representation 6 is
said to be unitary and G a unitary (R,s)-group if 6 maps 1
onto the identity endomorphism of G .
Theorem 1.6.9. [11] Let (h}s) be a d.g. near-ring with a left
identity. Then (R,s) has a faithful representation on (R,+) .
Theorem 1.6.10 [ll] If a d.g. near-ring has a faithful represe¬
ntation, then it has a faithful representation on Fr(x,R,s) , the
free (R,s)-group on one generator.
We call a d.g. near-ring faithful if it has a faithful represen¬
tation. J.D.P. Meldrum [11] constructed examples of d.g. near-rings
which are not faithful.
Theorem 1.6.11. Let G be an (R,s)-group. If for every non
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zero r e (R, s) there is an element g = g^ e G such that gr / 0 ,
then (R>s) has a faithful representation on G .
Theorem 1.6.12. [11] Let (R,s) be a faithful d.g. near-ring
and G = Fr(x,R,s) , the free (R,s) -group on one generator. Then
G = G * G , the free product of G and Gn , v/here G is the
free cyclic group and G is a group isomorphic with (R,+) .
Cj
Definition 1.6.15 Let G be an (R,s)-group , (R,s) a d.g.
near-ring . An (R,s)-subgroup H of G is called a submodule of
G if it is normal in G .
Definition 1.6.14. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and (r $)
be the category of all (R,s)-groups. Then the coproduct object in
^ of a family of objects in (p s) ^ree
(R,s)-product of that family.
Theorem 1.6.15. [l2j Let ! H, : A e A j be a family of (R,s)-A
groups with i X. : A e A j as their (R,s)-generating sets. Then
Fr(x,R, s) / K is the free (R,s)-product of [ : A e A j , where
X is the disjoint union of the family j X^ : A e A ) of sets and
K is the submodule generated by J Ker 8^i A e A j for the natural
hornomorphisms 6^ : Fr(x^,R,s) ^A ' ^ e •
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Chapter 2
Categories and D.G. I Rings
2.1. The Upper and Lower Faitiiful D.G. Near-Rings
The lower faithful d.g. near-ring for a d.g. near-ring (R,s) is
a faithful d.g. near-ring (R,s) with a d.g. near-ring epimorphisra
Q i (R»s) ^ (£>.§) such that
1) s e = s
2) if Ip i (R,S) > (T,u) is a d.g. near-ring homomorph-
ism, where (T,U) is a faithful d.g. near-ring, then there exists a
unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism 0 : (R,_s) ^ (T,u) such
that 6 0 = tjs .
The upper faithful d.g. near-ring for a d.g. near-ring (R,s) is
a faithful d.g. near-ring (R,s) with a d.g. near-ring epimorphism
6 i (R, s) — ^ (R,S) such that
1) 0 / S = identity,
2) if is any d.g. near-ring homomorphism from a faithful d.
g. near-ring (T,u) to (R,s) then there exists a unique d.g. near-
ring homomorphism 0 i (T,u) >- (R, s) such that 0 0 = 0 •
Now we will show that for any d.g. near-ring (R,s) upper and
lower faithful d.g. near-rings exist. First we prove the existence of
lower faithful d.g. near-rings.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and
A = A(R,S) = { r <f (R,S) : Gr = 0 j ,
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•■ here G = Fr(x,R,s) , the free (R, s)-group on one generator x .
Then the quotient d.g. near-ring (R,s) / A is the lower faithful
d.g. near-ring for (r,s) •
We prove this theorem in an exactly similar way to theorem 4.3 [ll].
So we need the following two lemmas of the same paper.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let 6 : (R,s) s, (T,u) be a d.g. near-ring
homomorphism and G a (T,u)-group with representation <p • Then G
is an (R,S)- group and the kernel of the representation p of (R,s)
on G is the inverse image under 6 of Kercp 0
Proof. 6 is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (R*s) to
(e(g),End(g)) . Therefore p = 6<f> is a representation of (R,s) on
g . Let r e Ker p for some r e (r, s) . Then 0 = rp = r 6 <p ,
i.e. , r e [Ker<£ ] d~i . Therefore Kerp C [Ker<£ ] 0~1 • On the
other hand if r e [Ker$ ] d ~1 j then r 6 e Ker <f> and
r p = r 0 <£ = 0 . This shows that [Ker$ ] 0~1 C Kerp • Hence we
get Kerp = [Ker$ ] 0~1 .
Lemma 2.1.3. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and G = Fr(x,R,s)
be the free (R,s)-group on one generator x . Let
A = A(R,S) = i r e (R,s) : Gr = 0 } .
If is any representation of (R,s) then Ker<£ contains A .
Proof. Let H be an (R,s) -group with representation <f> .
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Suppose that Ker<£ ~ft A , and let r e A — Kcr <p . Then there exists
an h e H such that h( rep ) / 0 . hap x to this h e H . Since
& is the free (R,s)-group on one generator, this nap extends to an
(R,s)-hoirio:norphisra a : G ^ H . Therefore, as xr = 0 in G,
0 = ( xr) a = ( x a) r $ = h( r <f>)
in H . This is a contradiction. Hence Ker<£ contains A .
Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Since A is an ideal of (R,s) we get
a quotient d.g. near-ring (R,s) / A , which is faithful having a fai¬
thful representation on G . We denote (R,s) / A by (R>s) . Let
6 be the natural homoraorphism from (R, s) to (R>.s) • Then
S=| s+AJsCS], i.e. , S6 = S . Note that 6/S need not
be the identity mapping.
Now let ip be a d.g. near-ring horaomorphism from (R,s) to a
faithful d.g. near-ring (T,u) and H = Fr(x,T,u) be the free (T,u)-
_group on one generator x . By lemma 2.1.2 H is an (R,s)-group
with representation tp T) , where rj is the representation of (T,u)
on H . Since (T,u) is faitliful, by 1.6.10 it has a faithful
representation on H . Therefore Ker 7} = Joj , and we get
Ker tp T) = Ker tp * By lemma 2.1.3 , A C Ker tpT] = Ker ip « So there
exists a unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism : (R,s) (T,u)
such that 6 <p = tp f i.e. , the following diagram is commutative.
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(T,U)
This completes the proof.
Let (R,s) be a d.g.near_ring and. G = Gpfxj * Rx be the free
product of the free group Gp[x] on one generator and the group
Rx = (R,+) . Define for s e S a map s : G > G by
x i > and rx i —> (r s )x .
Then since S is a distributive semigroup of (R,s) , each s is an
endomorphism of Rx . Therefore by the property of free products
each s extends to an endomorphism of G , again denoted by s.
Nov/ the map /3 : s t y s is a semigroup homomorphism from S
to End(G) , for
xst = (xs) t = (sx) t = (st)x = xst
rx s t = (rx s) t = (r s)x t = (r s t)x = rx s t
V s , t e S . Moreover /3 is injective , for s / t in S
implies that sx / tx in Rx and x s = (sx) ^tx=xt , i.e. ,
s / t in End(G) . So we identify S with S and say that S
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xs a semigroup of <- n<i cmorphi sm g of G- . This 3 gene rates a d.g.
near-ring (R>s) which lias a faithful representation on G • Now
we prove the following theorem .
Theorem 2.1.4. (R,s) is the upper faithful d.g. near-ring
for (R,S) .
Proof. Let 1^ be the obvious semigroup isomorphism from S
contained in R to S contained in . R , and let
ens1+ - + en sn = 0
(R,+) . Then 0 = x( +<rnsn) in G i x e X»
= e. s, + - - - - — + e sn1 1x n "x »
in
= ( + + ensn)x ,
= rx »
r e (R,+) . But as (Rx, +)^.(R,+) , rx = 0 in (rx ,+) if and
only if r = 0 in (R,+) . So - - + ensn = 0
in (r,+) . So Ig extends to a group homomorphism q from
sm(R, +) to ' (R,+) . By 1.5.13 6 is a d.g. near-ring homomorphi
from (R, s) to (R,s) . Clearly 6 is onto and 6/ S = identity.
Now let (T,U) be a faithful d.g. near-ring with a d.:g. near-
ring homomorphism tp : (T,u) (R»s) . Then by the homomor.
phism theorem for d.g. near_rings we have
(Tip , U p) ~ (T,U)/I ,
where I = Ker ^ is an ideal of (T,u) . Let H = Fr(x,T,u) be
free (T,u) -group on one Generator x # since (T,u) is faithful ,
by 1.6.1k! > H = GpjxJ * Tx , the free product of the free group
Gp[x] and Tx'~ (T,+) . The homomorphism tp : (T,+) > (R»+)
induces a homomorphism ipY : t | (t tp) from T to R .
a ' X X
Clearly Kertp^ = Ix and Tx <PX = ( T tp)x ~ ( T/I , + ) .
V/e define a map tp* j H ^ G by
x | ^ x and tx | ^ (t^)x •
By the property of free products this map extends to a homomorphism
tp : H G , such tliat
^ / ^x = ^x anti & / &P[X] = identity.
Nov/ since I U C (i u) and I is an ideal of (T,u) , we getx — x
i u c i .
x — X
This implies that I is a U-group . Therefore the normal closure
3^. of I in H is also a U-group and hence by 1.6.3 , it is a
H(T,U)_group . Thus H. / Ix is a (T,u)~group and we get
H
H / Ix 2= Gp[x] * Tx / Ix (l.3.5) ,
= GP[x] * (T 0)
= G' c G = Gp{xj * Rx .
* H
Thus v/e have proved that G contains a subgroup G !== H / Ix
which is a (T,u)_group . The action of U on H / Ix is the
same as that of U^r on Therefore the semigroup homomorphism
<p : u c t > scr
extends to a group homomorphism <p : (T,+) > (&,+) . Again
by 1 . 5.15 , f is a d.g. near_ring homomorphism from (T,u) to
(R,s) such that <f> / U = tp . Also for u e U ,
u <p 0 = nip 6 - nip «
This shows that <p 6 and tp agree on U . So they do so on (T,u) .
Hence <p 9 = ip as d.g. near_ring homomorphisms • Clearly (p is
unique with this property .
From now on we will denote by Jl the category of all d.g. near-
rings and by '(0 the category of all faithful d.g. near-rings. Then
20 is a full subcategory of jJ . From § 2.1 we see that the lower
faithful d.g. neai—ring (R»jS) for (R,s) defines a coreflection in
b of (r,s) e Jl and since every d.g. near-ring in J has a
lower faithful d.g. near-ring associated with it , 70 is a coreflective
subcategory of J . By denoting (R»s) = (R,s) F we get a covariant
functor F : Jl y- (J which is a coadjoint of the inclusion
functor I : 28 (1.1.29) •
Similarly the upper faithful d.g. near-ring (R,s) defines a
reflection of (R, s) e Jl in Jl and 70 is a reflective subcat-
egory of X since each (r,s) e J{ has a reflection (r, s) in .
Again by denoting (R, s) = (r,s) G we get a covariant functor
G : ft ^ which is an adjoint of the inclusion functor
I : B > fi (1.1.29) .
\'{e no-.v go on to show that the categories ji and B are comp¬
lete and cocomplete. But since as a reflective subcategory of
i.i > Ly theorems 1.1.50 and 1.1.31 , it is sufficient to prove the
existence of limits and colimits in .
2.2. Colimits in u^t
First we prove the existence of special colimits in L-/ , namely
the coproducts. Let i (R.,Ss) : A e A j be a family of d.g. near-A A
rings in I . For each A e A , we have the free d.g. near-ring
F^ = (Fr(s^),S^) such that ,F^/A^ = (R^,S^) for some ideal A^
of F* . Let S* = * £L be the free product of the family
A e A
{ i A e A J of semigroups. Then we have another free d.g. near-
ring (Fr(s*),S*) o Let [ u^ : ^ S* ^A e A te the
of semigroup monomorphisms. By the property of free groups each u^
extends to a group monomorphism from (Fr(s^),+) to (Fr(s'(t),+) again
denoted by u. . Hence each u. is a d.g. near-ring homomorphismA A
from (Fr(s^),S^) to (Fr(s*),S*) (1.5.13) . Since the free d.g.
near-rings are unique up to d.g. near-ring isomorphism (1.5.14) , for
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each A e A identifying (Fr(s^),S^) with its isomorphic image in
(Fr(s*),S"), we can consider it as a sub d.g. near-ring of (FrCs*)^*).
Nov/ let A be the ideal of (FrCs*), S*) generated by I A> : A e A ] .
A
Then we prove the following theorem on similar lines to 1.1 [12] •
Theorem 2.2.1. [ : (r^3 s^) ^ (Fr(S*), ^ e A is the
coproduct of [ (R^, S^) : A e A j in ,[■[, .
Proof. For each A ( A , A H is an ideal of (Fr(s^),S^)
containing . So there exists a unique d.g. near-ring homomorphism
: F^/ A^ ^ F^/ A HF^ such that the diagram
fA — > fa / aA
yA
A:
fa / a n fa
where lT and X are natural homomorphisms.A A
conunutes for each A e A^. By the isomorphism theorem for d.g. near-
rings we get / A /I F^ = F^ + A / A , for each A e A . Thus we
get a d.g. near-ring homomorphism : (R^,S^) ^ (Fr(s*), S*)/ A
for each A e A , which is a composition of the following previously
defined homomorphisms
(RA'SA> —* FA/ AA —* FA / A n FA —> FA + A / A —> F / A •
where F / A = (Fr(s*), S*) / A . For each A e A , a maps
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sA , -> sA + Aa , r sA + A n Fa sA + A , sA c SA .
Let (TjU) be any d.g. near-ring in Si together with a family
[ <£a : (Ra,Sa) > (T,U) jA e A of d.g. near-ring homomorphisms.
This gives us a family I <p ; s, > U 1, . of semigroup hom-A A A C A
omorphisins. Since ! u, : S. ^ S* I. , is the free product'AA ^ 'AfA
of j SA ! A e A i , there exists a unique semigroup homomorphism
8 : S* > U such that u. 8 =6. for each A e A . Again byA A
the property of free groups 8 extends to a group homomorphism
(Fr(S*), +) > (T,+), again denoted by 8 . Hence 8 is a
d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (Fr(s*),S*) to (T,u) . Now for
each A e A
(Fr(SA),+) 8 = Gp{ SA 8] ,
* spl SA .
Therefore (Fr(sA),+)e = (Ra, +) > for each A 6 A-
But (Ra»Sa) = (Fr(SA),SA) / Aa = FA / AA • This shows that
Aa C Ker 8 for each A e A , whence A C Ker 8 . Thus we get a unique
d.g. near-ring homomorphism <£ : (Fr(s*),S*) / A (T,u)
such that it $ = 8 , where v is the natural homomorphism from
(Fr(s*),S*) to (FrCs'OjS*) / A . Now we consider the following
diagram
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(RA'Sa) * -> (Fr(s*),S*) / A
(T,u)
For each A e A and. e SA ' we *iave from above
sAaA^ " (SA + A)^ = sA7r<^ = SA6 = SA^A*
This shoves that a^<P and. <f>^ agree on the generators of (R^,S^) ,
so they do so on (R^,S^) . Hence a.^ <f> = <f> for each A e A , i.e.
the above diagram is commutative for each A e A . Moreover we show
that <p is unique with, this property. For that,let ip be another
d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (Fr(S*),S*) / A to (T,u) such
that a <p = <f>. for each A f A , ThenA A
S1*A = sa"J}
or (s^ + a) tp = (s^ + A) <p •
Since the set [ s^ + A : s^ e , A <f A ] generates (Fr(s*), S*)/A
and >p and <p agree on this set, therefore they agree on
(Fr(s*),S*)/ A . Hence ip = <p .
To complete the proof we need to show that , for each A e A
is a monomorphism. For that let (^,U) = (R^,S^) for |J f A and
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^A " SA » > Where 6A p = 1 if A = "
= 0 if A ^ fi .
Therefore we get ^ , for each A <r A , and hence
a,, $ ~ ^-(-d q 1 f°r ea°h M, € A . Therefore by 1.1.6 a is a
p -u
monomorphism for each n e A .
Now we prove the existence of general colimits in j\ . Let D
be a diagram in Ji over a scheme (A,M,d) . By theorem 2.2.1 the
coproduct * (]h,S,) of the family [ (R..,S,) : A e A ] of d.g.
A e A A A A A
near-rings involved in D exists in ^ with the family
\ : (Ra,Sa) ^ * (Ra,Sa) lA e A of d.g. near-ring mono-
A e A
morphisms. Let K be the ideal of * (R..S,) generated by
\ a A AA e A
U [ Image(a _ m. a ) : m e M ] . Then we get a quotient d.g. near-A A /i p
ring * (R.jS^)/ K with natural homomorphism 7r from * (Ra»S^)
A e A A e A
to * (r^, S^)/ K . We have
A e A
Inage(aA 7r _ Jn^ w) = [Image(a^ _ mA/Ja/J)]77' »
= 0 .
Therefore the family £ : (R^, S^) > * (R^,S^)/ K lA e A
A e A







x *, «(R*'S^A e A




Theorem 2.2.2. [ a vr : (r.,s,)A A A * * <SA'S*VK *
A e A
is a colimit of the diagram D in J-( over a scheme (A,M,d) •
Proof. Y/e have seen that [ a^n : A e A ] is a cocompatible
family of d.g. near-ring homomorphisms for D . Let (T,u) be a
d.g. near_ring in J-[ with a cocompatible family
1 fA = (RA,SA) (T,u) !a t A of d.g. near-ring homomorp¬
hisms for D . By the property of coproducts there exists a unique
d.g. near-ring homomorphism <f> I * (R., Sx) —
A e A







Nov,' for each m e M , we have
j Image(aJ j <f> = Image(a^ a p)
= Image(fA - m^ f^)
By theC<compat ibil ity of j f : A f A j for D ,a a
Image(f _ m. f ) = 0 .A A fi //
Therefore Image(a. _ m. a ) C Ker <4 , for each m e M , anda a11 11 — r ' '
hence K C Ker 4> • So there exists a unique d.g. near-ring homoraor-
phism ip l * (R^, S,)/ K __ (T,U) such that we have a com-
A <r A
mutative diagram
. (R Sjl) > • (RA,SA)/ K




Now for each A e A , we have from above diagrams ,
(o^tt) ip = a^ir ip) ,
= ,
= fA .
Finally, we prove that <p is unique with this property. For that
let ip* : * (R,,S.,) v (T,u) be another d.g. near-ring
, , a aA <r A
homomorphism such that (a^n) tp% =■ f, for each A e A . Then fromA A
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the uniqueness of <p with a^ = f for each A e A , we get
7t tp* = <j> and then from the uniqueness of ip such that v ip = <fi ,
vie get tp* = tp , This completes the proof.
2.3. Limits in Jl
First we look for the products in Ji, . Let [ (r.,S.) : A e A ]A A
be a family of d.g. near-rings in Jt , and let Q = II be the
A e A
cartesian product of the family [ R^ : A e A J considered as near-
rings. Then Q is a near-ring which is not necessarily d.g. Let
S = II S, be the cartesian product of the family j S, : A f A J of
A e A A A
semigroups. Then S is a sub-semigroup of Q . Now for all (r^)^ e A
(r^)^ ^ ^ belonging to Q ; and for all (s^);\.eA belonging ^0 S we
have
1 (rA}AeA+ (rA}AeA ] (sA}AeA= (rA + rA}A e A (sA} A e A '
= ((rA + rA)sA}AeA '
= (rASA + rAsA}AeA ,
= (rAsA}AeA +(rAsA}AeA '
= ^rAe/sA^AeA + ^AA e A^A^Ae A
This shows that the semigroup S is distributive in Q . This S
generates a sub d.g. near-ring (R»s) of Q . Let
[ p : Q . R j be the near-ring projection homomorphisms.A ^ A A €A
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Then for each A e A , maps S onto SA and hence (R,+)
onto (R^,+). Therefore , for each A <r A , = p / (R, s) is a
d.g. near-ring epimorphism onto (R ,S^) . Now we prove the follow¬
ing theorem :
Theorem 2.3.1. j qA : (R,s) > (RA»SA> ^AeAis the Pr°"
duct of [ ( Ra, Sa) : A e A ) in Jl .
Proof. Let (T,u) be a d.g. near-ring in Jl with a family
{ <£a : (T,U) -> (Ra»Sa) ]a t Aof d.g. near-ring homomorphisms.
Then we have a family S d> : U > S. ]. of semigroup hom-A A A eA
omorphisms and since [ q : SA S, i, . is the product of^ A AfA
j S, : A £ A J , w get , for each A fA , a commutative diagram
U
for a uniquely defined semigroup homomorphism $ . Now let
eu + + e u =0 in (T,u). Then, for each A e A ,
1 1 n n
(eu + — + e u ) ii =0 in (R,,S,) . Therefore , for
11 n n A A a
each AfA , we have in (ra,Sa) ,
0 = e u rf> + _ _ _ . + e u ip
1 1 A n n A
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- eu^q — + e u q.1 1 A n n ^A
= ( e u <f) + - - + e u d> ) q.
11 n n A
Hence eu(£ + -____4.e'u<£ = 0 in Q , and since
11 n n
<r u (j> + + e u <£ belongs to (R, s) , <£ extends to a group
11 n n
homomorphism from (T,+) to (R, +). We denote this homomorphism also
by <£ . Thus 4> is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (T,U) to
(R,s). Also we have <f> ^ , for each A eA , as d.g. near-ring
homomorphisms. Moreover, the uniqueness of <£ as a semigroup homo¬
morphism with <f> q = (p , for each A eA , gives us its uniouenessa a
as a d.g. near-ring homomorphism with the same property.
Corollary 2.5.2. If [ qA : (R,s) ^ ^RA»SA^ ^A eA ±S
the product in ^ of [ (r , S ) : AeA j , then
i q^ : S ^ Sa Ia ca ^"s Pr0<3-Uc"k i : AeA j in the
category of all semigroups.
Proof. If [ q^ : (R,s) ^ (R^, S^) is the Pr0"
duct in ^ of j (R^,S^) : A fA j then we have a family
[ q^ : S x Sa I AeA semiSrouP epimorphisms. Let U be a
semigroup v/ith a family [ f^ : U > I a e A sem:i-£rOUP ho~
momorphisms. Then we get a family | f^: (Fr(u),u) ^ ^RA'SA^AeA
of d.g. near-ring homomorphisms, where (Pr(u),u) is the free d.g.
near-ring on U and f^/ U = f^ , for each AeA. From the hypot-
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ho sis ;there exists a unique d.g. near-ring hon.omorphism from
(Fr(u), u) to (R,S) such that q = f for each A <rA • Obviou-A A
sly $ = ^ lor each A eA as semigroup homomorphisms_,and </>
from U to S is unique with this property. Hence [ q^: S -—>
is the product of [ : A e A J in the category of all semigroups.
Before proving the existence of general limits in Jl , we give
a result,from theory of categories, which we are going to use.
Theorem 2.3.5. [13] Let be a category with products and
finite intersections and let D be a diagram in "tS over a scheme
(A,l.',d) . Then a limit for D is given by the compositions
FT ^A
H j Equ (p^mD , p ) : m e M ] C 11 A^ — > A^ ,^ A e A
where md = (A,q) , mD :-A^—> A^ and represents the A-th
projection.
Now let be the category of all semigroups with zero element.
Then in ^ any homomorphism a ; U V maps 0^ onto 0^. .
Also -p is a category with intersections and products, since
H j U. : A cA , U. f X j always contains the zero element and ifA A '
U = II IN then (0TT K , is the zero element of U .
, .A v Uv.AeAA e A A
Let D be a diagram in J^l over a scheme (A,M,d) • By theor»-
em 2.3.1 the product [ q^ : (R,s) —> (R^,S^) "the
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1 amily [ (R^,S^) I A eA j of d.g. near-rings involved in D , exis¬
ts in Jl . Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 <r S. ,
for each A e A , i.e. we can consider each in £> „
By corollary 2.3.2, [ : S is 'the Product of
the family j ! A e A J of semigroups involved in the corresponding
diagram D in • Let S' = A j Equ ; m e M J C S .
Then S' is not empty since 0 e S' . Let q^ = q^/ S1 for each
A f A . Then by theorem 2.3.3 , [ q^ : S' — y I ^ € ^ as a
limit for D in 0 S' generates a sub d.g. near-ring (R',S')
of (R,s) and q^ is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (R',S')
to (R^,S.) for each AfA . Now vie prove the following theorem :A A
Theorem 2.3.4. [ q^ : (R*,S') 5, (R^, S^) is a
limit for D in c/l •
Proof. First we prove that the family [ : AeA j is compa¬
tible for D , i.e. the following diagram is commutative for each





?or all r e (R^S1) and for all m e M,we get from above ;
= <v: - —♦ v:5 i'i,aA(, >
e s' q! m. + + <r a' q! m,11 A A p n n HA A p
e 3' + - - - + e s' q' ,1 1 f n n P
( e s' + + e s« ) q«
11 n n P
r q'
M >
i.e. q' m = q* for each m e M . Hence S q' : A e A ] isA A p p AA
compatible for D in .
Let (T,U) be a d.g. near-ring with a family, compatible for D ,
i 4>, '' (T,u) > (R„sJ K c k of d.g. near-ring hcmomorphisms.A x A A A € A
Then by the property of products there exists a unique d.g. near-ring
homomorphism <p : (t,u) > (r, s) such that <£ q^ = <p^ for each
A e A . Since [ q' : S' > S^ ^ is a limit in ^ for
D , cp / U factors uniquely through S'. Therefore <p maps U into
S' . Hence <p maps (T,+) into (R',+) 30 that p factors through
(R',S') as a d.g. near-ring homomorphism. Clearly this factorisat¬





In some cases, proving the existence of limits, in a subcategory,
may be easier than proving this in the bigger category; for example,
the existence of products in vg , the category of faithful d.g. near-
rings, can be proved in the following elementary way:
Let [(Ra,Sa) ! A f A j be a family of faithful d.g. near-
rings. Let G^ be a faithful (r ,s^)-group, for each A e A .
Then we can show that S = II S, is a semigrouo of endomorphisms
A e A A
of the group G = II G. . This semigroup S generates a d.g.
A e A A
near-ring (R,s) inside E(g) . Each semigroup projection homomor-
phism p^ : S > extends to a group homomorphism
p : (r, +) ^ (r +) . It is easy to see thata a
i PA '• (R»s) > (Ra»Sa) 1a e a is ths Pr0duct in 7B of
1 ( Ra> 3a) • A f A j •
As mentioned before, with the help of products and general
limits in , we were able to prove the existence of products and
limits in c,Q . The reason for this is that each reflection homom¬
orphism in this case is surjective. In this chapter we generalize
this method for all algebraic categories satisfying a certain condi¬
tion, which holds in the case of d.g. near-rings.
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3.1, Surjective Reflections
Let O be an algebraic category. Let
be a set of morphisms in "O and. let
a. : c
A 'VA( A
P^ - i (xjy) f C x C : x = y j
denote the kernel of a Af A. Suppose further that
^ C / p and each induced homomorphismp* s C
c*A '• C / p - C a^ is in , where p = O [ p^ : A e A].
Note that p / <^> , since (c, c) e p^ for each c e C and each
A e A .
Let be a reflective subcategory of 1^3 such that each
reflection homomorphism 6 : C T C is surjective, T being
C
the reflector functor. Suppose that for a diagram D in <-0 over
a scheme (A,K,d) a limit exists in <0 and consider the same
diagram in S. Let { C, i A e A ] be the family of objects of
{3 involved in D . Then we have the corresponding diagram D in
, involving the family [ C^T : A e A j of objects of £) ,













where G ' s are reflection hor.onorphismso
Let [ p^ : C ^ C^T ^ be a limit of the diagram D
in £ . Put = p G for each A e A . Then
= i(x ,y) e C x C : x = y qA ]
is the kernel of q^ for each A e A . Let a = H [ cr^ : A e A j,
From above a' : C -j, C/a and each induced homomor>phism
^A * c/'a > ca are in *6- and c'1^ = q^, A e A o We
claim that { ^ ; C /or _—> ] is a limit of D in *6- .
First we show that this family is compatible for D . For each
in e II we have from above :
**AmA„ = 'I'A, = PAeAmA,; = *A<mA,.T) V Vt = t
= CT10 .
b
Since cri=i is a surjection, we get 0^ m^ = 0^, for all m e M0
Thus [ 0^ : C / cr ]A ^ ^ is compatible for D . .
Now let i f, : A > C, L , be any compatible family for D ,A ' A A € A
in tt • Then we get a family [ f^T : AT _—C^T ^ in sD >
which is compatible for D, because for all m e M v/e have :
( fAT )( mA(jT) = ( fAmA(()T = f(JT .
By the property of limits there exists a unique homomorphism
0 : AT a, C such that 0 p^ = f^T , for each A e A . Thus we





AT ? „ A
where 0 : AT A is the reflection homomorphism for A e & .
Wow let p = [(a, b) e AT x AT : ad = b0 J . Then p is
a congruence on AT which is the kernel of 0 . Therefore, for
each (a , b) e p and for each A e A , we have from the above diagram :
a e fA = b.(A,
a (fxT) eA = b (fAT)eA ,
= b * PA eA '
a <t> = b .
This shows that (a <j> ,b <p) e a . So there exists a unique homom-
orphism ip l A > C/a such that 0 <p = <j> , since 0 is
a surjection. Wow, for each A e A , again from the above diagram
we get :
= ^ASA = <fXl)eX = 6fX-
Again as 0 is a surjection, we get from here ip , for
each A <r A •
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Next v.e show that tp is unique with this property. We first
show that for c ,d e C/o , c <£ = d for each A e A , impliesA A
that c - d . There exist, c' , d' e C such that e'er1 = c and
U)
d' a = d . This implies that
. fcj .( c' a <f>^ = d' a <f> , for each A e A ) ,
—7^ C c" Q^a = <^1 > f°r each A e A ) ;
V ((c',d' ) e a ) }
> c = e'er4 = d» a1 = d . (I)
Now let <p* i A > C / a be a homomorphism in such that
tp* r^A = f°r each A e A , Then for all a e A we have
a s/r'^ = a = a & >
for each A e A . Therefore from (i) we get a = a <p for all
a e A . Hence ip% - ip , Thus we have proved the following theorem :
Theorem 5.1.1. Let be an algebraic category with the
following property ; "For every family [ : A -—A^ f ^
of homomorphisms in , the homomorphism p^ : A > A /p
and the induced homomorphisms S A / p ^ A , A e A , are
in , where p = O { p^ : A e A | and p^ is the kernel of
a for each A e A". Let <0 be a reflective subcategory ofA
such that each reflection homomorphism 6 : CT C is
surjective, where T : ^ ) <£) is the reflector functor.
If for a diagram D in <£) over a scheme (A,M,d) a limit exists
51 !
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in ,Q , then for same diagram in (f? a limit exists in S .
Vfe prove the dual of the above result in the following form,
using definitions 1.1.12 and 1.1.15.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let be an algebraic category with unions
and surjective images. Let cD be a coreflective subcategory of
pT such that each coreflection Q : C > CT is a monomorph-
ism onto Im 6 and d~1 : C 6 ^ C is in , where0 u 0
T : . >- <D is the coreflector functor and 0 0~1 = I . If
(J U 0
for a diagram D in AJ a colimit exists in D , then for the
same diagram in ^ a colimit exists in <6 o
Proof0 Let J Cp A f A j be the family of objects involved
in the diagram D in • Then we have the corresponding diagram in
jD involving the family ! C..T : A £ A j of objects such that for










C -> C T
M M
where 6. : C v CAT , for each A e A , is the coreflectionA A A
in <P of e .
Let { aA : CaT > C U e A be a colijDit of D ^ $ °
Then C" = U [ Im 0. a • A <r A ] is a subobject of C o Now we haveA A
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lx
y I111 y C1 » for each A e A .
Clearly = ®AaA ' v'^lare ^qi : C* >• C is the inclu¬
sion morphism. V,re claim that { di. 1. : c, v C1 I, , is aA A A ' JA e A
colimit of D in "6 . For each m e M we have from above;
WkV = = V-x^ «„ = Vx = VxV •
Since 2 , is a monomorphism we get
m (ip 1 ) = j|r iAp ^r/j p A A
for each m e M . So j ^ 2 : C, > C'K , is cocompatibleA A A x A 6 A
for D o How let [ f^ : ^ ® ^A e A a cocompatible
family for D . ■ Then, since [ f.T : C,T BT L . is coco-A A A € A
c\
mpatible for D in I1 , we get a commutative diagram:
B ^ BT
for a uniquely defined morphism (ft : C } BT •
Let ip = cp / C' , i.e. ip = Zni4> o Then for each A e A we have:c
Vx * - Wc*- fxe •
So (im 0a) i.L <j> C B 0 , for each A e A , since images areA A A C —
surjective4 By definition of Cf , (C') C B 0 •• Then
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tp 6~1 is defined and we get
( ^gUe"1) = <PX\ ( V.- = 0aV er1 = Mf>T)A A
B fAee"1 = fA>
for each A e A . Moreover it can be easily seen that tp 6~^ is
unique with this property. This completes the proof.
Now we give an abstract version of theorem 3.1.1.
Let be a category with kernels, cokernels and intersection
of kernels. Let be a reflective subcategory of such that
each reflection morphisrn 0^, : CT 7 C is the cokernel of its
kernel. Suppose that for a diagram D in iT- a limit exists in -If
and consider the same diagram in fc 0 Let | : A c A j be the
family of objects of ufc involved in D . Then we get the corres¬
ponding diagram D in ^ involving the family [ C^T : A f A J of











Let [ p^ : C . > C^T f A be a limit of D in <D • Let
u^ ; ^ C be the kernel of q^ = : C y , for
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each A e A . Then u : X = n { X, : A e A }A J
Let it i G 7- L be the cokernel of u : X —
C exists.
C • Now we
have uq^ - 0 , for each A e A . Therefore by the definition of
^ ^A ' **°rcokernels there exists a unique morphism (f> : LA





U it = 0
u,q, = 0AqA
where : X X^ is a unique morphism such that y^u^ - u
So we get a family [ <f>^ i L -y- ^^ ^^ e ^ morphisms in ~c1 ,
which we now show to be compatible for D as follows:
it <£. m. = q m. = p. 0, m., = p, (n, T) 0 = P 0 = q = it <pA Ap ha Ap A A A fi A A /j n fj P /i h
But w : C L is an epimorphism, by 1.1.15. So we get:
<£ m. = <A for each m e M •rA A p rjj J
Now let j f, : B > C, L , be a compatible family forA A A € A
D in o Then we get a compatible family [ f^T : BT C^T]^ f ^
for D in C . Let v : K ^ BT be the kernel of
0 : BT > B . Then,for each A e A, we get the following comm¬
utative diagram:
5 5
Therefore for each A e A , we get:
v 4> qA = v- <p pa eA = v (f^T) eA = v e t = o fA = o .
Kence there exists a unique morphism a : K s- X. , for each
A A
A e A , such that a^ u^ = v <p . Uovv by the definition of intersect
tions, there exists a unique morphisn a : K y- X such that
° yA = aA ' for each A e A . Therefore vie get:
v <p rr = a_u.Tr = a y. u. ir = a u it = a 0 = 0.A A A A
Since 6 : BT 3 is the cokernel of its kernel, there exists
a unique morphism <p i B y L such that 0 ip = <p it 0 Kence,
for each A f A , we get
® 4> <PX = $ n qA = 6 fA •
By 1.1,15 , 0 is an epimopphism.' go we get ^ = ^or eac^
A e A o Clearly ^ is unique with this property.
Example. Let S be the category of all finitely generated
abelian groups and £) be the subcategory of , cf all finitely
5 6
generated torsion free abelian groups. Then and L satisfy
the hypotheses of the above abstract result.
\'ie leave the statement of the dual of this abstract result, as




Throughout this chapter we will use the following notation.
Jl = the category of all d.g. near-rings.
13 = the category of all faithful d.g. near-rings.
= the category of all sets.
= the category of all semigroups.
= the category of all groups.
= the category of all (r, s)-groups for a d.g. near-ring (r, s) .
(HfS)
4.1. Functor : A x £ > •
First of all we give a result which we are going to use in
this section.
Theorem 4.1.1. [ 12] Let Fr(X,R,s) be the free (R,s)-group
on the set X . Let X be the disjoint union of the subsets
i x, : a <f A j . Then Fr(x,r,s) = * (r,s) Fr(xa,r,s) , the freeA
A e A
(R,S)-product of the family J Fr(XA>R,s) : A e A } of subgroups of
Fr(x,R,s) .
Remark 4.1.2. If (R,s) e <28 > then by 4.1.1. we have
Fr(X,R,s) = * (R,S) Fr(x,R,s) ,
x e X
= * (R,s) [ Gp|x] * R ] j 1.6.12.
x e X
Therefore Fr(X,R,s) is a group generated by the set
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i X , rx : X c x , r e (r,s) i .
Nov; we prove a few technical lemmas.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let h : (R,s) . ^ (T,u) be a homomorphism
in r53 • Then there exists an (R, s)-homomorphism
h : Fr(x,R,s) y Fr(x,T,u) ,
which maps r to (rh) and x to x for all x e X , r <r(R,s) ,X X
X being any set.
Proof. By lemma 2.1.2 Fr(X,T,u) is an (R,s) -group. Since
Fr(x,R,s) is the free (R,s)-group on X , there exists a unique
(R, s)-homomorphism h : Fr(x,R, s) • > Fr(x,t,u) extending the
identity map on X (l .6,6) . Clearly x h = x , for all x eX .
Nov; r h = (xr ) h = (x h)(r h) = x(r h) = (r h) .
X X
Remark. The identity d.g. near-ring homomorphism 1^ ^ gives
us the identity (R, s)-homomorphism
hrU,5,s) ! —> fHx,e,s) ,
for every set X .
Lemma 4.1.4. Let a : X ^ Y be a mapping in and let
(R, s) e ipj . Then there exists an (r, s)-homomorphism
a : Fr(X,R,s) Fr(Y,R,s)
such that
a / X = a and rx £ = rx a *
5 9
Proof. Let be the inclusion nap
Y V FT(Y,R,S) ,
ihen a is a mapping from X to Fr(Y,R, s) . So there exists
a unique (R,s)-homomorphism
a : Fr(x,R,s) > Fr(Y,R,s)
extending the map a . Therefore a / X = a (. = a.
Now (r ) a = (x r) a = (x a) r = (x a) r = rx - - - x a
Remark. I : X .—^ X gives rise to the identity (R,s)-homo-
morphism ^(x R s) : Er(X,R,s) > Er(X,R,s) .
Lemma 4.1.5. For (R, s) e tQ and X e £ , the groups
Fr(X,R,s) and Fr(X,R,s) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let <f> , p be the representations of Fr(x,R,s) and
Fr(x,R,s) as (R,s)-and (R,s)-groups respectively. Let 6 be the
natural homomorphism from (R,s) to (RjS) = (R,s) / A , where A
is as defined in lemma 2.1.3. Then by the same lemma , Ker $ D A.
By lemma 2.1.2 , Fr(x,R,s) is an (R,s)-group with representation
G p . Since Fr(X,R,s) is the free (R,s)-group on X , there
exists a unique (R,s)-homomorphism
<Js l Fr(X,R,s) Fr(X,R,s)
extending the identity map
i x • X C Fr(X,R,s) v X C Fr(X,R,s) »
6 0
Obviously <p is an epimorphism.
Now r e Ksr 4> implies that g ( r<£ ) = 0 in Fr(X,R, s) for
each g e Fr(x,R,s) , and therefore g ( r<p ) ip = 0 in Fr(x,R,s) .
So 0 = g ( r <p) ip = ( g tp ) r 0 p = h(rfip) for all h in
Fr(X,R,_s) since ip is an epimorphism. Therefore r0(J = 0 in
(e(h) ,End(H)) , where H = Fr(x,R,s) . Hence r 6 = 0 in (R,s)
as /J is a faithful representation. Therefore r e A and we get
Ker $ C A . Hence we have Ker <p = A . So there exists a unique
d.go near-ring honomorphsim r] : (R,s) (E(G),End(G)),
where G = Fr(x, R, s) such that 6 Tj = <p . Thus Fr(X,R,s) is an
(R,s)-group with representation T) . Again as Fr(X,R,_s) is the
free (R,_s)-group on X , there exists a unique (R,_s)-homomorphism
a : Fr(X,R,s) V Fr(X,R,s)
extending the identity map of X .
Now for x ( rep) e Fr(x,R,s) vie have
[ x ( r <f>) J tp a = I ( xtp) r 6 n } a
= { x(r 6 n)} a
= ( x a) r 6 Tj
= x ( r 6 Tj )
= x ( r ) .
Similarly we can show that [ x ( r 0 fj )} aip = x (rd fj ) .
Now the set Y = [ x , x(rtf>) : x e X , r e (R,s) ] Gener¬
ates the group Fr(X,R,s) while the set
2 = [ x, x ( r On) : x e X , r e (R, s) ]
generates the group Fr(x,_R,s) . Also ip a maps Y identically
onto itself and a tft maps Z identically onto itself. Therefore
=1M*,K,s) and aip = IPr(X,R,s) and hence Fr(X>R>s) is
isomorphic to Fr(x,R,s) •
Now we are in a position to prove the following theorem :
Theorem 4.1.6 A function P : f) x ^ , defined
by ((R,S) , X) h ^ Fr(X,R,s) is a covariant functor
such that P / TB = and P /<> = P^ ^ are covariant
functors for each X e and each (R,3) e respectively.
Also P is natural in both the components.-
"tVe divide this theorem into three parts and prove them as
separate theorems.
Theorem 4,1.7 For each X e ( P^ ! U > »
defined by (R,s) | > Fr(X,R,s) is a covariant functor.
Theorem 4.1.8. For each (R^s) € % , P^ g) I ^ —-f-
defined by X b- -> Fr(X,R,s) is a covariant functor.
Theorem 4.1.9. For each a : X — ^ Y in and each
h : (R,s) > (T,U) ^-n 18 > there are natural transformations
a (R,s) : Px -> Py
h (X) 1 P(R,S) * P(T,U)
respectively.
Remark 4.1.10 Let H be an (R,s)-group for (R,s) e ^3> with
two (R, s)-homomorphisms a and /? from Fr(x,R, s) to H . In
order to prove that a = /3 , by 4.1.2 , it is sufficient to show
that they agree on [ x , r : x e X , r e (r, s) j . This will be
a common argument in the proofs of these theorems. We will use
this without further mention.
Proof of theorem 4.1.7. We write Fr(X,R, s) = (R,s) P^ .
Let h : (R,s) >- (T,u) be a homomorphism in 78 . By 4.1.3
we get an (r, s) -homomorphism h : Fr(x,r, s) Fr(x,T,u)
and we write h = h P^ . Since in ^ gives rise to
IFr(x,R,s) ln ' we set I(R,S) PX = ZFr(X,R,s) *
Now let h : (R,s) _ ^ (T,u) and f : (T,u) > (Q,v)
be homomorphisms in ^8 • Then we have homomorphisms
h Px : Fr(X,R,s) > Er(x,T,u)
f Px : Fr(X,T,u) > MX,Q,V)
(hf) Px : Fr(X,R,s) > Fr(x,Q,v)
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in . To complete the proof we show that (hP )(f P ) = (h f) P
A a Jv
For x € X > r e (R.,s) , by 4-. 1.3 , we have :
x (h Px) (f Px) = x (f P^) = x = x (h f) Px
and
rx(h Px) (f Px) = (rh)x(fPx) = (rhf)x = rx(hf)Px.
Hence we get (h P ) (f P ) = (hf) P . This proves that P isAAA A
a covariant functor.
Proof of theorem 4.1.8. We write Fr(X,R,s) = X P^R ^ and
let a : X >- Y be a maP in jy) . By 4.1.4 there exists an
(R, s)-homomorphism a i Fr(X,R,s) > Fr(Y,R, s) . We denote a
by a P^ ^ o Since Ix gives rise to the identity (R, s)~homom-
orphism XFr(x>E>3) in<§ we write Ix P(R>s) =
Now let a : X y Y and p : Y y Z be maps in jrp .
By 4.1.4 we get (r,s)-homomorphisms ;
a P^ : Er(X,R,s) y Fr(Y,R,s)
P P(R s) : Pr(Y,R,s) y Fr(z,R,s)
(a p) p(RjS) : Sr(X,R,s) y Fr(z,R, s) .
For x e x and r e (r, s) , by 4.1.4 , we have :
x {a p(r,5)! p(K,s)! = (x p(e,s)! = x(a = xl(° p(r,s)
rxi" p(e,s)!^ p(e,s)' = (rx p(e,s)! = rx(e^) = rx^" ^ p(*,s)!
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Hence [a ~ 3)^ » which completes
the proof.
Proof of theorem 4.1.9. Let h : (R,s) > (T,U) be a
homomorphism in 1$) and a : X - y Y be a map in £ . By










where Fr(X,R,s) = X P^R = (R,s) Px ,
Fr(x,T,u) = X P^ j = (T,U) Px ,
Fr(Y,R,s) - Y p(RfS) = (R,s) Py ,
Fr(Y,T,u) = Y = (T,U) Py .
Now by the same theorems, we have ,for each x e X and r e (R»s)
x (h p>;i |« p(TjU)i = i x(h PX)H« p(T>u)i
■ xl "P(T,U)!
x a ,




Thus «ihPxl|a P(T>u)i „ xl« P(KjS)i|h Pyl ,
and rxi>> pxii« P(T>u)i = r^a P(r> s) ) |h Fyj , for





= 1 rx(" P(R,S))ilh PY!
= rx««P(R,S)lihPYi "
Hence we get
'hPx!l°p(T,u)i » 1" p(R,s)»h py! •
i.e. the above diagram is commutative. Hence h and a define
the natural transformations:
: P(R,S) V P(T,U) '
a(R,s) : Px ^ Py
respectively. This completes the proof of theorem 4.1.9.
Thus we have proved theorem 4.1.6.
Remark 4.1.11. Fx Ix") and Gx In : cf[ x f? y tB x <6 »
Jj tJ
where F and G are the functors defined in chapter 2 , are covari-
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ant functors, which arc coadjomt and adjoint respectively of the
inclusion functor I-p) x I,9 5 fax g ■ > Jl X £.
The following main theorem of this section becomes an obvious
corollary of theorem 4.1.6 , by lemma 4.1.5.
Theorem 4.1.12. C : L/£ x defined by
((R,S),X) y > Fr(x,R,s) is a covariant functor such that
c /Jl =. Cx and C - C(R are covariant functors for
each x € ^ and each (R, s) e respectively''. Also C is natural
in both components.
Note that Cx = F P^ and C(RjS) = P(RjS) p . Also P(r>s)
for each (R,s) e $ is a functor from the category to the
category ^3 s) 1 is a subcategory of . Clearly
*^J(r g) ^"s n0^ a iuii subcategory of €j .
The forgetful functor Q/R ^ (R > S is the functor
which forgets the (R, s)-group structure on the objects of g)»
i.e. if G is an (R,s)-group then G Q^R ^ is the underlying set
G of G . If a : G H is an (R, s)-homomorphism in
^(R.S) then " «(R,S) = " *
Theorem 4.1.13. The forgetful functor s) : ^j(R.s)' >
is an adjoint of the functor P^R ! fy — > ^(R, s) *
Proof. Let a : X ^ Y be a mapping in £ and let
P : Fr(X,R,s) ^ G , 6 : G H be homomorphisms in
(R s) # ^ben ;ve bave a diagram :
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where « ■. Homg. P(r>s) , G) > H<M£ <Y, G «(R;S)), for Mch
Pair
is defined by /3 $ = /3 / Y . In this case it is rather trivial
to show that $ is well defined and a bisection, therefore we are
not going to prove this. But in the next section we will give the
proof of a similar fact , since it is not so obvious in that case.
It is easy to see that the above diagram is commutative. Therefore
{ (a P(RjS)) P I * = a ( P$ and (P 6 ) 4> = (P $) (e Q(R>s))*
Hence ^ is an adjoint of P^R s^«
Corollary 4.1.14. For each (RjS) £ cft j there exists a cova-
riant functor s) f S ^ (R s) f ^ as an adj°;"r''
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°f ?(H,S) v = £ — ej(H,5) y •
Proof. Obvious.
4.2. Functors : Jl i
•Ve define 1,1 : ^ ^ J[ by S ! ^ (Fr(s),s) for
each S f ./) and for each a : S ^ U in - , a 1! to be the
induced d.g. near-ring homomorphism (Fr(s),s) >(Fr(u),u) in
<iI • Then a M / S = a . How we prove the following theorem :
Theorem 4.2.1. M : ^ J[ is a covariant functor.
Proof. Clearly I : S ^ S in gives rise to
I(Fr(s),s) : > (MS),S) in Jl o Therefore
Ig M = Ig v . how let f : S > U and g : U >. T be
homomorphisms in Jf) . Then we get homomorphisms f 1! , g 1! and
(f g) i; in .jJ . To complete the proof we have to show that
(f H)(g 1') = (f g) K . For each s e S we have :
S Kf M)(g i:)j = j s(f 1') ] (g II) = (sf)(gK) = (sf)g = s(fg)
and s {(f g) M i = s(fg) , i.e. (f g) N / S = (f K)(e M) / S .
Hence by the property of free d.g. near-rings (f g) M = (f w)(g H) .
f) Q
Nov/ v/e define another functor N : <_K. ^ -J) try
(r,s) N = S for each (R,s) f A , and 6 N = 6 / S for each
homomorphism 6 : (r,s) 5. (t,u) in Jr.. . Then we prove the
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following the ores :
Theorem 4.2.2. N : J ^ is a covariant functor.
Proof. By definition of H.I, \ N - T,
(R,s) ~ U,s) N *
Now let f : (r,s) > (T,u) and G : (t,u) > (q,v) be
homomorphisms in c/I . Then for each s c S , by definition of
hornomorphisms in J[ , we get
si(fH)(eN)J = ls(fH)}(c n) = (s f)(e N) = a(fg)
= s \ (f g) Nj .
Hence (f W)(g Ii) = (f g) N , which completes the proof.
Theorem 4.2.3. N is an adjoint of LI 0
Proof. To prove this theorem we show the existence of a
bijection
4> = *(Uf(HfS)) : Hom^(U K, (R,S)) Hong (U, (R,s) N)
for each pair (U , (R, s)) € * J{ t v.hich is natural in both
components. For that let a e Hon:,, (U LI, (R,s)) and define
Ji
a <p = a / TJ in . It follows from the definition of homomor-
phisns in JZ ,that <p is v/ell defined. Now let a, /3 e
H°m^ (U LI , (R,s)) such that a 4> = , i.e. a/u = /? / u .
Therefore by the property of free d.g. near-rings a = /3 . So
<p is an injection. Also for y e Horn^? (U, (R,s)N) , y M is a
homomorphism from (Fr(u),u) to (Fr(s),s) in , such that
7 0
y M / U = y . Let tt : (Fr(s),s) ~7 (RjS) be the natural
homooorphian. Then 77 / S - I . Therefore (y h) tt is a homom-
orphism from (Fr(u),U) to (R, s) in Jl . Now
i(y 1.0 7t]<P = [(y K) tt} / U in
i.e. for each u e U ,
u i [ (y M) 7r] cf> j = u [(y M) 77 j
= |u(y M) j jt
= |U y j 77
= u y o
So we get |(y h) 77 ] <^ = y , which proves that $ is a surject-
ion. Hence <£ is a bisection.
Let (U, (R,S)) and (T, (Q,V)) €-Q x , with homomorphi-
sms a : u ——^ t in :S and 6 l (r, s) ^ (q»V) ,
v : T II -> (R,s) in C>1 . Then we get a commutative diagram
U
v <p















^ , L , 1 I are inclusion semigroup hononorphi.'-.ms.
,ov.' i(u )v ] 4' - Ka '■') v j / u , i.e. for each u e u ,
u [i(o )'.) v J <p] = u [(a «) v]
= [u (a M)] v
= (u a ) v
= (u a)(v <f)
u [a (y <f,)\ .
Therefore {(a m) vj $ = a(y <f) .
Y/e know that (v &) <p = (v0)/T,i.eo for each t e
t [(y e)■ <p] = t (v e) = (t v) e = {t (v </>)! o
= it (y 4>)\{B N)
= t i(v </■>)( e N)j
Therefore (v 6) <p = (y <£ )(d n) o This completes the proof
that H is an adjoint of 1.5 c
Chapter 5
Inverse Semigroups of Endomorphisms
5.1, Ereliminarie s
A semigroup S is called regular if for each x e S there
exists at least one element y in S such that x y x = x , and
an element y is said to be an inverse of x if xyx = x,
y X y = y . In a regular semigroup each element has an inverse which
is not necessarily unique. An element e e S with e2 = e is called
an idempotent. 0 and 1 , if they are in S , are idempotents. In a
regular semigroup S , for each x e S , x y and y x are idempot¬
ents for every inverse y of x •
We call a semigroup S an inverse semigroup if each x e S po¬
ssesses a unique inverse y in S and we denote this inverse by x~
Theorem 5.1.1. A semigroup S is an inverse semigroup if and
only if S is regular and the idempotents of S commute.
A lower semilattice is a partially ordered set in which each
pair of elements has a greatest lower bound.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let (E j<) be a lower semilattice. Then
(E , a) is a commutative semigroup of idempotents and for all a , b
in E , a $ b if and only if a A b = a .
Let (E , •) be a commutative semigroup of idempotents. Then
the relation $ on E defined by, a € b if and only if a . b = a ,
is a partial order on E such that (E , s) is a lower semilattice.
In (E , $) , a A b = a . b .
This result shows that the notions of commutative semigroup of
idempotents and lower semilattice are equivalent. So the term semi-
lattice can be used with either meaning.
Since the set E of idempotents of an inverse semigroup S
forms a commutative semigroup, we call it the semilattice of idempot¬
ents of S .
Theorem 5.1.3. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice
E of idempotents. Then for all x,yeS,e<rE,
1) (x "1) " 1 = x ,
2) e 1 = e ,
3) (x y)-1 = y"1 x",1
4) x e x ~1 and x-1 e x e E .
Corollary 5.1.4. Ifx x , n finite , are
i n
elements of an inverse semigroup S , then
(x X )" 1 = x" 1 X " 1 .
1 n n 1
In particular (xn)~1 = (x"1)n for each x e S .
Theorem 5.1.5. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice
E of idempotents. Then
1) S = U j e S ! e e ji ,
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2) for eeEjSfS, there exists an f ( E such that e s = s f.
Theorem 5.1.6. Every homomorphic image of an inverse semigroup
is an inverse semigroup.
Remarks 5.1.7.
1) Sub-semigroups of an inverse semigroup need not be inverse.
2) s~1 <j> is the inverse in S<£ of s <£ for each s e S , where S
is an inverse semigroup and is a semigroup homomorphism.
Theorem 5.1.8. If ^ is a semigroup homomorphism from an inv¬
erse semigroup S to a group G- , then
1) e (p = 1 for each e e E ,
2) S <}> is a subgroup of G .
Y/e define a relation $ on an inverse semigroup S by
"
x £ y if and only if there exists e e E such that x = e y
Then we have the following result :
Theorem 5.1.9. (s, $) is a partially ordered set.
The restriction of s to E is easily seen to be the natural
semilattice ordering on E , " e $ f if and only if e f = e
A semigroup S is called right reductive if for a , b e S ,
x a = x b , for all x e S implies that a = b .
Theorem 5.1.10. An inverse semigroup is right reductive.
A congruence on a semigroup S is an equivalence relation p
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on the set S such that
(x, y) , (a , b) e p implies that (xa, yb) e p
for all x , ,y , a , b e S .
A congruence p on a semigroup S is called a group congruen¬
ce if S / p is a group.
Theorem 5.1.11. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilatt-
ice E of idempotents. Ihen the relation
0 = i(x,y)eSxS :ex = e y for some e e E |
is the minimum group congruence on S .
Definition 5.1.12. Let S be a semigroup. S is called a semi-
lattice of groups if there exists a semilattice Y such that
1) i : a e Y J is a family of disjoint subgroups of S indexed
by Y ;
2) for each pair a , /? e Y with a £ /? there exists a homomorph-
ism <± _ : S V S0 such that
a , p a x yg
a) 4>a a is the identity automorphism of for each a e Y ■
b) d> „ 4>a = <£ for every a , j3 , y e Y such that
a , /? /3 , y oc, y J
a 2 13 £ y .
Definition 5.1.13. A semigroup S is called a Clifford semi¬
group if ft is regular and its idempotents are central, i.e. ,
e s = se for all s e S , and for each idempotent e e S •
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The orem 5.1 .14.
1) A semigroup S is a semilattice of groups if and only if it is
a Clifford semigroup.
2) An inverse semigroup S is a semilattice of groups if and only
if s s ~1 = s~1s for all s e S .
Definition 5.1.15. let & be a group. G is called a
semidirect product or split extension of its subgroups H and K if
1) K is normal in G ,
2) H n K = [0] ,
3) G = K + H .
Theorem 5.1.16 If a group G is a semidirect product of its
subgroup H and a normal subgroup K then there is a natural pro¬
jection tt : G — -> H with Ker it = K .
Theorem 5.1.17. [4 ] Let S be an inverse semigroup with semi-
lattice E of idempotents and G a group such that S C End(&) .
Then for each e e E , G = Ker e + Image e is the semidirect produ¬
ct of its subgroups Image e and Ker e . Moreover if e £ f then
Ker e 3 Ker f and Image e C Image f ,
and if e < f then Image e C Image f , Ker e 3 Ker f .
Inverse semigroups arise naturally as sets of partial 1 —1 ma"
ppings of a set. A partial 1 —1 mapping of a set is a mapping whose
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domain is a subset, possibly empty, of X . The set 3 (X) of par¬
tial 1 - 1 mappings of X is a subset of B(x) , the set of binary
relations on X . So the elements of S (x) are multiplied by the
lav,' of composition of b(x) . We write dom a for domain of a and
ran a for range of a , a e A (x) . If a , j3 e I (x) then
(x , y) e a c /3 if and only if there exists z e X such that
(x , z) e a and (z , y) e j3 , i.e. if and only if there exists
z e ran a n dom /3 such that x a = z and z /? = y , i.e. , if
and only if y = (xa )/3 , where x e (ran a n dom/3 ) a-1 . Thus
aoj9 , usually written as a j3 , is a partial 1 - 1 mapping with
dom a/3 = (ran a D dom/3 )a~1 and
ran a /3 = (ran a Pi dom /3 ) /3 .
One can prove the following result.
Theorem 5.1.18 „
,, S (x) is an inverse semigroup.
«< 3 (x) is.an idempotent if and only if a = I for some
subset A of X .
3) The semilattice of idempotents of S (x) is isomorphic to the
semilattice of subsets of X under intersection.
Theorem 5.1.19. (Vagner— Preston Representation Theorem)
If S is an inverse semigroup then there exists a set X and a
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monomorphism <p : S — o (x) .
Definition 5.1.20. hi (x) is called the symmetric inverse
semigroup on X .
Definition 5.1.21. Let G be a group. A partial 1-1 mapp¬
ing of G , y/hose domain is a subgroup of G , and which is a homom--
orphim, is called a partial isomorphism.
Remark 5.1.22. The set of partial isomorphisms of a group G
forms a sub--semigroup J of bl (g) , the symmetric inverse semi-g-
group on g . J ^ is an inverse subsemigroup of ^ (g) .
Let S be any semigroup with identity. If for some a ,b in
S , a b = 1 but ba / 1 then a, b generate an inverse sub-semi¬
group 6 = <2 (a , b) of S. Each element of 6 is uniquely ex¬
pressed as bman , for m, n £ 0 . J bnan : n 5= 0 j is the set of
idempotents of Y3 .
Definition 5.1.23. & is called a bicyclic inverse semigroup.
Definition 5.1.24. A semilattice (Y , «) is called updirected
if for each pair x,y of elements of Y there exists a z e Y
such that x $ z and y $ z .
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5.2. Examples
Example 5.2.1. Let \ e , f , 0 ] be a semigroup such that each
element of S is idempotent and products of distinct elements are 0
Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring with 0 as the zero of (R,+) taken
be non-abelian-
Then we have e + f e (R>s) such that
(e + f) e = e2+fe = e+0 = e ,
(e + f) f = ef+f2 = 0+f = f,
i.e., e+f is a left identity for . e and f and hence for
(r,s) . Therefore by 1.6.9 , (R,s) has a faithful repre sentation
on (r, +) . So S C End ( r,+) . Let K = H [ Ker s : s € S ] .
Then K is not trivial, since e + f — e — f cK, Therefore
K ^ 8(r» +) , the derived group of (r,+) . So (r/K,+) is
abelian. In this case k is an ideal of (r,s) , by 1.5,9 , for
1) ^ _i= K since (rk) s = r(k s) = rO = 0, for all s e S ,
k e K ;
2) KS CK , since k s = 0 e K for k e K and all s e S .
Now (r,s)/k is a d.g. near-ring with (r/k , +) abelian.
Therefore by 1.5.6.(2) (R,s)/K is a ring.
Now we give an example of a d.g. near-ring over an inverse
semigroup which does not have a left identity.
Example 5.2.2. Let E be an infinite, updirected semilattice
of idempotents, which does not have a maximum element . Let
8 0
(Ft(e),e) "be the free d.g. near-ring on E . For an element
r = e e + e e of (Fr(E).E) , using induction on n
11 n n
we can find an element e £ E such that e < e for l = i, , n
i
Then re = (<r e + + e e ) e . ,
11 n n
= e e e + _ _ _ + <r e e ,
11 n n
= e e + -- + £ e
11 n n >
= r ,
/ e .
This proves that no element of (Fr(E),E) can "be a left identity.
Example 5.2.5. Let F be a free group on
X = [x,x, ,x,__] .
1 2 n
Define a : X v X by x , x x . x
2n - 1 2n J 2n 2n + 3
and /? : X v X by x , x l 5, x and x t x' 311 2n 2n - 1
x | x , n 2 1 •
2n + 3 2n
Then a is a 1—1 mapping but not onto^ while /? is onto but not
1 _ 1 0 Ity the property of free groups a and /? can be extended
to endomorphisms of F , again denoted by a and J3 respectively.
Also for " £ 1, we have
a fi
x , ^ x , x
2n 2n + 3 2n
a j3
X X I- ^ X
211 - 1 2n ' 2n - 1
Therefore a /3 = I and hence a j3 = I . But since
A J?
8 1
/3 a /3 a
x , i. x | i x and x ( v x - x
3 ' 1 ' 2 1 ' 1 2
we get /3 a I and therefore /3 a £ 1^, . Hence the sub-semi¬
group & = fi(a,/3) of the semigroup of endomorphisms of F
is a bicyclic inverse semigroup. Each element of & is uniquely
expressible as ^ a1 for m , n ^ 0 . The inverse of ^ an
is fP am and [ ^ a11 : n £ 0 ] is the set of idempotents of
Q. such that
1 > /3 a > /32a2 > ____ > /f1a1 > - - > (5.2.3(a))
By 5.1.17 we get the following infinite chains of subgroups of F :
0 C Ker /3 a C Ker ^a2 C C Ker C - - (5.2.3(b))
F D Im /3 a D Im /3sa2 D - D Im /3nan 3 - - (5.2.3(c))
Now F jBnan C F a1 = F (a^) a11 , as aV* = I?
= F an(/3nan) C F ^cl1 ,
i.e. F /3V1 = F an . (5.2.3(d))
Also 0 = g /3nan implies that 0 = g ^ , i.e.
Ker /S^a11 C Ker /3n ,
and 0 = g (f1 implies that 0 = g ^a1 , i.e.
Ker /311 C Ker (f1cl1 .
Hence we get Ker ^a11 = Ker ^ . (5.2.3(e))
Therefore the infinite series (5.2.3(b)) and (5.2.3(c)) can be
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written as
0 C Ker J5 C Ker p2 C C Ker j3n C (5.2.3(f))
F D Im a D Im a2 D D Im ctn D (5.2.3(g)).
Since F is free, by the definition of (3 , an element g of
F belongs to Ker j3 only if there are cancellations in
g /? , and there can be cancellations in g [3 if and only if g P
has pairs like
ex/3 + e x p = + x r x .
L i 1+1 1+1 1 1
This can happen if and only if ex, -f- e x. is ± x + x ,
L L L+1 1 + 1 3 1
or.tx I1 x or +x ^ x , or the inverses of such elements.
2 1 ^ ^
Case I g /? is exhausted by the cancellations of these types .
Case II After such cancellations we are left with elements of
the type h [3 — h /? .
F
In either case we have g e [ Gp(t x + x , ± x i x )j •
3 1 2 1
Hence we have proved that
Ker J3 = [Gp( ± x + x , ± x + x )]F
3 1 2 1
Similarly we can show that
F
Ker J32 = 5 Gp( -+ x + x , + x x x , i x 1 x , 1 x 1 x )]
6 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1
F
Now suppose that Ker pP = [Gp( + x y x , + x ~ x S i€ m )] ,
2 L +1 ' 1 2 L 1
for. m ^ n , and consider Ker /3m+1 ;
g e Ker /3m+1 V g p e Ker /3m f
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4 yx g /3 e [ Gp I r x . - x , 1. x . - x : i. £ m j ]F '
21+1 1 21 1 1
by the induction hypothesis.
5 tF
<( > g e [ Gp i 1" x z x , 1 x - x : t $ m -+ I j J ,A 21+1 1 2 i 1
as before.
Kence Ker ^ +' = [ Gp [ ± x r x , + x r x : l < m +l ]]F,
2 L +1 1 1 2 i 1 1
This completes the induction argument and it is proved that for all
finite n > 0 ,
n J*
Ker /? = [&p [ + x t; x , + x jxsi^n]],
2 L +1 ' 1 _ 2 I ' 1
Next we find the subgroups [ Im an : n > 0 ] . From the
definition of a we see that x , x / Im a , whereas the other
1 3
x 's are in Im a . Therefore we get:
L
Im a = Up | X \ j x , x ] ] .X 1 3
Similarly we can show the following:
Ima2 = Gp [ X \ [ x , x 3 x ,x ]],
112 3 4
Ima3 = &p [ X \ [ x ,x , x , x , x , x ]],
1 2 3 4 5 7
Ima4 = Gp [ X \ [ x , x ,x , x , x , x , x ,x ]j.
'1 2345678
Now suppose that for each m $ n , m even, we have;
Im am ' = Gp { X \ [ x : i <; 2(m -1) - 1 , x ] ] ,I 2(m- 1)+1
Im am = Gp { X \ [ x. : i ,< 2 m ] ] •
' I
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Y.'e know that, x = x a and. x = x a . Since
2 1+3 2 L 2*1 2 1-1
{x . , x . : i ^ m J I Im am ' , . We get { x , x , : i p !
21 2 1-1 ' 2 1+3 21
m + 1
m |
/ Im a . Therefore [ x. , x : i p:m !/ In a .Alsoi + 3 I
J ' J T ^ J ^ '
x = x a and since x„, , / 3m a . x. f Im a .
2m+ 1 2(m-i) 2 (m-1) ' ' 2m+i
It is easy to see that the other x 1 s belong to Im am + Hence
I
Im am + ' = Gp( X | [ x. : i .< 2m + 1 , x |) . (Hi)
L 2m + 3
Again from the definition of a and Im am + l we get that
m + 2
[ x. : i « 2 (m + 2) ] / Im a ,
m + 2
whereas the other x 's .are in Im a . Thus we get
i
Im am+2 = Gp( X | [ x. : i £ 2(m + 2) ] . (IV)
Hence we have proved that (i) and (n) imply (ill) and (i 'Z )
This completes the inducti on argument and we get for all n > 0 ,
Im a1 = &p( X | [ x, : I ^ 2n j) , if n is even,
= Gp( X | [ x. : i s 2n -1 , x2n+1 j) , if n iis
odd.
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Example 5.2.4. Let (R, s) be a d.g. near-ring. Since S is
a distributive semigroup, the elements of S are endomorphisms of
(R,+) . But two distinct elements of S may define the same endo-
morphism of (R,+) .
Now let (R, s) be a d.g. near-ring with S an inverse semig¬
roup. By 5.1.10 , for s / t in S , there exists x e S such
that x s ^ x t . Therefore s and t define two distinct endom¬
orphisms of (R,+) . Hence in this case we get S C End (R,+) .
From now onwards,in this chapter, unless otherwise stated, S
will denote an inverse semigroup with semilattice E of idempotents.
5.5. Representations of Inverse Semigroups
Throughout this section G will be an additive group such
that S C End (g) . Therefore for each s e S , Gs , G s~1 are
subgroups of G . Also
G s s~1 C Gsh = G s ~1 s s"1 C G s s"1 ,
G s~ 1 s C Gs = Gss~1s C G s 1 s ,
i.e. G s = G s"1 s and G s-1 = G s s~1 .
We define s = s / G s-1 . Then for all g e G we .have
g s = g(s s"1s) = (g s s"1) s ,
and if g s~1 / 0 , then we get
8 6
0 / g s~1 = C (s 1 s s 1 ) = [ (g s"1 ) s ] s 1 .
Since s"1 is an endomorphism of G , this implies that
(g s~1 ) s ^ 0 .
Therefore s is a 1 _1 mapping from G s~1 onto G s . Also,
being a restriction of a homomorphism, s is a homomorphism. Hence
each s is a partial isomorphism of G . Yfe write G s"1 = dom s
and G s = ran s . Now we prove the following result :
Theorem 5.3.1. Let S C End (&) . ThenS=[ s J s f S ] is a
semigroup of partial isomorphisms of G , which is isomorphic to S •
Proof. ",7e define tp i S ^ S by s tp = s . Then tp is
well defined and onto, for s , t e S , s <p = t tp implies that
dom s = dom t and for all x in this common domain x s = x t .
u'e know that for all g e & ,
g s = g(ss~1s) = (g s s-1) s = (g s s~1) t = g s s~1t .
Therefore s = s s~1t , i.e. s ^ t . Similarly we can show
that t < s . Hence we get s = t . Thus tp is 1 — 1 .
Finally we prove that tp is a semigroup homomorphism. Since
G t"1 s" 1 C & s~1 , we have
dom s t C dom s
for all s , t € S • Now for all g e G , as S is inverse, we have
(g t~1 s"1) s = g t~1 s~1 s = g t"11 t"1 s~1 s = g t"1 s"1 s t f1 .
Since right hand side is in dom t we get (dom s t) s C dom t ,
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and hence aom s t C dom s t . Conversely, as
dom s t = j x £ dom s : x s <r dom t ] ,
for x e dom s t , x = g s~1 for some g e G such that
xs = (gs~1)s = h t"1 for some h e G. Therefore
x = g s~1 = g s~1s s~1 = (g s~1s) s~1 = (h t"1) s_1
= h (t~1s~1) e dom s t . This shows that dom s t C dom s t .
Hence we get dom s t = dom s t .
For all g e G ,
(g t~1s"1) s t = (g t-1s"1s) t = g t~1s~1s t = (g t~1s~1) s t f
i.e. xst = xst for all x e dom s t = dom s t . So
s t = s t or (s ^)(t^) = (s t) tft for all s , t e S •
Hence is a semigroup homomorphism. This completes the proof.
Note that s t and s t are partial isomorphisms of G with
same domain and with same action on this common domain. Therefore
s t and s t have the same range.
For e e E , dom e = G e~ 1 = Ge = ran e , and e is the
identity automorphism of G e •
Corollary 5.3.2. The semilattice (E, .) is isomorphic to
the semilattice { (dom e , n) : e e E ] of subgroups of G .
Proof. From 5.3.1 and 5.1.1 vie have
dom e f = dom e f = dom f e = dom ? e, and again by 5.3.1
dom e f C dom e H dom f .
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Conversely, if x e dom e O dom f , then
x = g e = hf, for some g , h e G and
x = h f = h(f f) = (h f) f = (g e) f = g (e f) e dom e f .
Therefore dom e H dom f C dom e~f . Hence we get
dom e H dom f = dom e f (i) .
Also if dom e = dom f , then for each g e G , ge = hf
for some h e G , and g(e f) = h(f f)= hf = ge. This gives
us ef = e , i.e. e .< f . Similarly we can show that f < e ,
so that e = f . Therefore
dom e = dom f e^fVe^fcE (il).
Now we define (pie dom e , then (i) and (il) show that
<p is an isomorphism of (E , .) onto [(dom e , n) : e f E j .
This completes the proof.
Theoi-em 5.3.3. For each s e S , there is a split extension
G = Ker s + dom s such that for all s , t e S , we have
!) Ker s C Ker s t ,
2) ( Ker s t H dom s ) s C Ker t .
Proof. For s e S , if g e ( Ker s H dom s ) , then
g = h s~ 1 = h (s~1 s s~ 1 ) = g (s s~1 ) = Os"1 = 0 .
Therefore Ker s H dom s = [0] . Moreover, for each g e G ,
(g-gss~1)s = gs-gss"1s = gs-gs = 0.
So g—gss-1 =he Ker s , and since g s s~1 e dom s ,
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g = h + g s s~1 e(][or s + dom sj, i.e. G C Ker s + dom 3 .
Hence G = Ker s + dom s is a split extension.
For each s e S , g e Ker s —g(s t) = Ot = 0 VseS,
:mr=> g e Ker s t »
Therefore Ker s C Ker s t , for all s ,t e S . This completes
the proof of (1) .
For s , t e S ,
g e ( Ker s t H dom s ) •- g s ■ t = 0 and g = h s~1 ,
for some h e G •
And gst = ( h s~1 ) s t = (h s~1 s) t = gst = 0 .
Therefore g s e Ker t and hence we get
( Ker s t H dom s ) s C Ker t .
This proves (z) .
Corollary 5.3.4. For each s e S , Ker s = Ker e for some
idempotent e e E .
Proof. For each s e S , we have from above
Ker s C Ker s s~1 C Ker (s s~1 s ) = Ker s .
Therefore Ker s = Ker s s-1 , where s s"1 is an idempotent.
Remark 5.3.5. Corollary 5.3.4 is true even if S is a regular
semigroup with S C End (&) .
Corollary 5.3.6. If ss"1^ s~1s (s"1s ^ s s"1), s e S ,
then Ker s D Ker s~1 ( Ker s~1 D Ker s ) •
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Proof, s s"1 ^ s~ 1 s Ker s s~ 1 D Ker s~ 1 s (by 5.1.17).
Therefore, by 5.5.4 , we get
Ker s = Ker s s~ 1 D Ker s~1 s = Ker s~1 •
s Corollary 5.5.7. If S is a semilattice of groups, then
Ker s = Ker s~1 , for each s e S •
Proof. By 5.1.14.(2; we have in this case s s~1 = s~1 s ,
for each s e S • Therefore by 5.3.4,
Ker s = Ker s s~1 = Ker s~ 1 s = Ker s~1 •
Let T be an inverse semigroup of partial isomorphisms of a
group G . For each t e T , we denote by and R^ the domain
and range of t respectively. Obviously D, C and
R C R for all t , u e T • Now we prove the converse of
u U- mmm
5.3.3 combined with 5.5.1.
Theorem 5.3.8. Let T be an inverse semigroup of partial
isomorphisms of a group G such that for each t c T there exists
a normal subgroup K^. of G satisfying
1) G = Kj_ + is a split extension,
2> Kt £ Ktu
for all t , u e T .
si ( K H D, ) t C K•' t u t — u _
Then T can be embedded in End (g) •
Proof. For each t e T , by (1^, there exists a natural projec¬
tion ir^ l g ^ . Then ir^t is an endomorphism of g •
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V/e define a : T > End (&) by t a = it t . Clearly a
is well defined. For t , u e T , by (i) each g e G is express¬
ed as g = x + y , where x e K, , y e D, . Sotu ' t u
g (t u) a = g( jrt utu ) = (x + y) 7T t u = y(tu). (i) .
Now x = x1 + y^ , where x e and y e . Therefore
y, = - x, + x £ ( Kt +Ktu) C Ktu (by ( = >) .
So y e ( K, Pi D, ) and hence by (_3 ) y t e K . Also^ 1 N t u t J J1 u
{ + y) ' <€ ( u) C . Therefore
g = x+y = x1+(y1+y) ,
where right hand side belongs to ( K, + D, ) .
o ~G
Now g (t a)(ua) = [g (t a)j(ua)
= ti *1 + Cy1 + y)I *tt ] (wuu)
= [( y1 + y ) t](jruu)
= ( y1t + y t )(ttuu) , as y_j and y e ,
= ( y t ) u , as y t e Du , y^ e ,
= y (tu) . (11) .
Now (i) and (il) together imply that
g|(t u) o J = g S (t a )(u a) ] .
Since this is true for all g e G , we get
(tu) a = (t a ) (u a ) .
Hence a is a semigroup homomorphism.
To complete the proof we need to show that a is 1 — 1 •
9 2
For that let t a = u a for some t , u e T . Then
17, t = it u .
t u
Now since T is an inverse semigroup
t~1a = (ta )"' = (ua)~1 = u~1 a •
Therefore 77,-it' = 77 _1u~1 so R _, = R _ 1 . But sincet u 1 > t u 1
R.-1 = D, , R = D , we get D, = D . Also for allt t u u ' t u
x e D, = D ,t u
x t = x ( 77, t) = x ( 77 u ) = xu .V t U
Therefore t = u and hence a. is an injection.
Remark. It is easy to check that ( T a ) tp = T, where ^
is the mapping defined in the proof of theorem 5.3.1.
Theorem 5.3.9. Let S C End (g) , and let K = H Ker s
s e S
Then S is embedded in End (G / K ) and the corresponding K
is trivial.
Proof. For each s e S we define s a : G / K y G / K
by g + K | > g s + K . Then for g , h e G ,
g + K = h + K => (g-h) e K
==> ( g _ h ) s = 0
g s = hs
gs+K = hs + K ,
> ( g +K) (s a) = ( h + K)(s a) .
Therefore set is well defined. Now
[( g+ K) + (h + K) j(s a) = | ( g + h ) + K } (s a )
= ( g + h ) s + K
= (gs+hs) +K
= (gs+hs) +K
= (gs+K) + ( h s + K )
= (g+K)(sa) +(h+K)(sa) .
Thus s a, for each s e S , is an endomorphism of & / K and we
get a mapping a : s i > s a , from S to End (G / K) . V/&
now prove that a. is a semigroup homomorphism which is 1 _ 1 •
Let s j t e S . Then for all g + K e G/ K we have
(g+K)[(st)aj = [ g( s t ) ] + K
= i(gs)t + K |
= | gs + K j(t a)
= ( g + K ) ( s a)( t a) .
Therefore (st)a = ( sa)(ta) , i.e. a is a semigroup homomor¬
phism.
Nov/ let s a = t a , for some s, t e S • Then for all
g e & we have (g + K)(sa) = ( g + K) (£ a ) . Therefore for
all gcG, gs + K = gt + K. This implies that (gs — gt) is




= g s - g t s 1 s .
This implies that g s = g t s_1 s , for all g e G . Therefore
s = t s~1s and hence s t . Similarly we can show that
t $ s . Thus we get s = t . This proves that a is 1 — 1 , and
therefore S C End (G/K) ,
Now let K = H [ Ker sa : s e S | C G/K.
g + K e K for all seS,(g + K)(sa) = 0,
-—gs + K = 0 ,
—g S e K ,
: -> ( g S) s"1 S = 0 ,
r==> g s = 0 ,
g e K ,
- ' -^> g + K = 0 .
Hence f> {Ker sa:ses] = [0] in G/K .
5.4. D.G. Near-rings over Inverse Semigroups
J.D.P. Meldrum conjectured that "a d.g. near-ring (R, s) over
an inverse semigroup S , is faithful with a faithful representat
ion on (R, + ) • Example 5.2.1 gave us a clue to prove this conjec¬
ture, which apparently looked difficult.
First we prove a few technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.4.1. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. Then each elem-
9 5
ent e e E , commutes with each element of the subgroup Gp [ E
of (R, +) .
Proof. Let e e E and r e Gp [E ] . Then
r = e e + + e e ,
11 n n
where e. e E , i = i; ,n. Now we have
I
er = e(ee + + € e )
11 n n
= f, e e +-- + ene e„t i n n
Vie + + enene
( eie1 + + enen )e
r e
From example 5.2.2 we see that it is not necessary for a
d.g. near-ring (R, s) to contain a left identity. In the follow¬
ing lemma we prove that each sub near-ring of (r, s) , generated by
a finite subset of E , contains a left identity. Yie call these
left identities "local left identities".
Lemma 5.4.2. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. For every fin¬
ite subset [ , , enJ of E , there exists an element x
in N.R. [ e, , , e^ j , the near-ring generated by this
subset, such that
1) x = e.t for *• = 1, —,
2) x2 = x
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3) x e = ex, for all e e E .
Proof. We use induction to prove this result. It is trivially
true for all subsets of E which contain only one element. We con¬
sider a subset of E , containing two elements only, say [ e, , e2j.
Let x = e - +e2 . Then
x ei = ( e1 - e,e + e2 )e,
= ei - eie2ei + e2ei
ei - + e2ei
= en - + e2ei
= e, .
Similarly we can show that x e2 = e2 . This proves (1) and it
follows from here that x is a left identity for N.R. [ e1 , e
and x .belongs to this near-ring. Therefore x2 = x . This
proves (2) .
Since x e Gp[E j , it follows from lemma 5.4.1 that x e = e x
for all e e E . This completes the proof of the lemma for subsets
of E , which contain two elements.
Now we suppose that the lemma is true for all subsets of E
which contain n-1 elements, for n > 2 , and consider a subset
{e ,____,en] of E, containing n elements. By the induc¬
tion hypothesis, there exists an element x e N#R.{ e, , , en_j]
satisfying the three conditions of the lemma. Let
A
y = x _ enx + en .
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Then for i- = 1 , , n_1, by 5.4.1 and induction hypothesis,
we have y e = ( x - e x + e ) e L
n n L
= x e-L - e x e- + e e.1 n L n L
= e • — e e ■ + e e;1 n <- n L
and ye = (x — ex + e )e
n n n n




Therefore y e -t = e. for L = 1, , n . Hence y is a left
identity for n.r. [ e^ , , en } . This gives us y2 = y .
Since y e Gp[ e], by lemma 5.4.1 , e y = y e , for all e e E •
\
This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.4.5. Let s' be a finite inverse subsemigroup of S .
Then the sub d.g. near-ring (r',S') of (r,s) '.has a left identity.
Proof. Since S' is finite, the number of idempotents in S'
is also finite. Let i e, , , e ] be the set of idempotents of
1 n
S' • By lemma 5.4.2 there exists a left identity x in the near-
ring generated by [ e^ , , e^ ] • We claim that x is a left
identity of (R'jS*) . For that let r e (R'jS1) • Then
r = e1t1 + + ektk , tL e S' *«■ = 1, - - .
Therefore r = + + eKfKtk » where f-t = tLtl1 , for
each i . Since each f. e S' , [ f , , f. ] is a subsetI K
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of ( e e | . Therefore x f • = f; for each 1 , and
1 n i L
we get x r = x( € + + + ekfRtk )
= ^xf^ + + ekx fktR
= eft + + e f t
111 K K k
= r
Now we come to the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.4.4. If S is an inverse semigroup, then every d.g.
near-ring (R, s) is faithful with a faithful representation on
(R , + ) •
Proof. Obviously (R,s) has a right regular representation
on (R, + ) . Let 0 / + + enensn ) = r e (R»s) .
By lemma 5.4.2 , a left identity x exists in N.R. | e^, , e^ ]•
As in the proof of 5.4.3 we can show that xr = r , which proves
that for each non zero r e (R, s) there exists an element x = x^ ,
in (R , +) , such that x r = r , Hence by 1.6.11, (R,s) has a
faithful representation on (R, +) •
Corollary 5.4.5. Let K = n [ Ker s : s e S ] and let E^
be the set of idempotents of (R, •) . Then KHE = [0] •
Proof. Let r e K then r = e + + ^nsn » and-
r2 = r ( s„ + +es)v 1 1 n n
= e r s. + — + e r s
11 n n
+ 0 = 0 .
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Thus r e E only if r = 0 . Hence we have proved the result.R
Corollary 5.4.6. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring. Then for
every ideal I of (R, s) , (R, s) / I is faithful.
Proof. Since S is inverse, (s +l) / I is an inverse semi¬
group by 5.1.6 . Therefore , by 5.4.4, (R,s) / I acts faithfully
on (R /I , +) °
Theorem 5.4.7. Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and let
I = [ x e (R,S) J x e = 0 for some e e E j .
Then I is an ideal of (R,s) •
Proof. Clearly I = U [ Ker e : e e E ] and V e,f c E,
Ker e U Ker f C Ker ef . Therefore I is a normal subgroup of (R, ■
Let r e (R,s) , s e S , and x e I . Then there exists an e
in E such that x e = 0 . Now
(r x) e = r ( x e) = rO = 0
implies that (r x) el, i.e. R I C I o Also, by 5.1.5 (2),
0 = ( x e ) s = x ( e s) = x ( s f ) = ( x s )f f for some
It folows that ( xs) e I , i.e. IS c I. Hence the result
follows by 1.5.9.
Note that in general I is not a zero ideal, since in example
5.2.1 there are e € E with Ker e [Oj .
bet 6 : (R, s) > (R, s) / I be the natural homomorphism
v/here I is the ideal of (R,s) defined in 5.4.7. Then we prove
1 0 0
the following result.
Theorem 5.4.6. SO is a group.
Proof. [ 0 / S ] = [ (s ,t) c S x S : s S = t6 i is a
congruence on S . Also
s 0 = t 0 4==} s+I - t+I in (r, s) /1
(s - t) el
<—(s-t)e = 0 for some e e E
<( )> s e = t e .
Hence [ 0/ S ] = [(s,t)eSxS : se = te for some e e E
which is the minimum group congruence a on S . Thus
SO = (S+l)/I = S/ [ 0/s] = S/a,
/ h
is a group, and 0/S = a ,
Let be the category of all d.g. near-rings over inverse
semigroups and let £) be a subcategory of "<£p which is the
category of all d.g. near-rings over groups. Clearly (R,s) / I
defined above is in |) .
Theorem5.4.9. (R,s)/l together with the natural homomorphism
0 : (r, s) ^ (r,s)/I is the coreflection of (r, s) € "~Cj-
in £>
Proof, Let ^ be a d.g. near-ring homomorphism from (R*s)
to (T, &) e . Then, by 5.1.8 (2) , S <P is a subgroup of G .
Let r e I , and let e e E be such that r e = 0 . Then
1 0 1
0 = G <p - (re ) <p = (r<jl>)( e <p) = r <£ , (by 5.1.8 (1 ) ) •
Therefore r € Ker (p • So there exists a unique d.g. near-ring hom-
omorphism ip : (R, s) / I (T, g) such that 6 ip = <p - This
completes the ".proof.
Since each d.g. near-ring (R,s) e Ci , has an associated
d.g. near-ring in jj , we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4.10. is a coreflective subcategory of .
Suppose that the semilattice E of idempotents of S is
updirected. Therefore, since e ^ e' in E implies that
eS C e'S and conversely, for each pair e S , f S of sub-semi¬
groups of S v/e get a sub-semigroup gS of S , lor some g e E ,
such that eS C g S , fS C gS. Consider the diagram D
in —■over the scheme (E,M,d) , where for e$f,md = (e,f) ,
m „ : eS > f S is the inclusion map. Let I 6 : e S sjef 7 e 7 e e
be the family of inclusion homomorphisms. Then we prove the follow¬
ing lemma.
Lemma 5.4.11. [6 l eS S ] „ is a colimit of'
e 7 e e E
D in —.
Proof. For all m e M and all s e S we have
( eS) me f 6f = ( eS) 6f = (eS) ^ ,
since eS C f S and 0„/ ( e s) = d • Therefore m = 6
— f' e effe
for all m e M , i.e. ! 6 : eS S ] „ is a cocompatible
e ' e e E
1 0 2
family for D .
Let i a : e S > T ] _ be a cocompatible family for'
e ~ e e E
D in Define <f> i S >. T by s <£ = s a -1 • Note
s s
that s = s s~1 s € (s s~1) S • Moreover s <b = s a for each e
e
in E such that s e e S , for then (s s~1 ) S C e S • For s, t
in SjSfeSjtefS, there is a sub-semigroup gS for some
g e E , such that eS C g S , fS C gS. Then st e g S .
Now ( s $)(t $) = (sa )(ta ) = ( s t) a = ( st) $ . Hence
s s &
<i> is a semigroup homomorphism. For each scS,eeE,we have
(e s) = ( e s) <£ = ( e s) a .
Therefore 6 d> = a for each e e E • Moreover it is clear that
e e
$ is unique with this property. Thus we have proved the lemma.
Now [ (eR,eS) : e e E ] is a family of sub d.g. near-
rings of (R, s) each having a left identity, namely the correspond¬
ing e, { 0 : (e R, e s) ^ (R>s) ] „ is a family of d.g.e e c iii
near-ring inclusion homomorphisms. Moreover e <: f implies that
eR C f R . So we get the corresponding diagram D over (E,M,d)
in the category jl' of all d.g. near-rings. In fact D is in "B
since each e S has a left identity namely e . Note that ^ is thf
category of all faithful d.g. near-rings.
Theorem 5.4.12. [ 0 ! (eR, eS) (R»s) ] _ is a
6 6 5 Ji
colimit of D in $ .
1 0 3
Proof. Obviously the given family of homomorphisros is cocomp-
atible for D • Let [ i (eR,eS) y (T,u) Je £ ^ be a
cocompatible family for D in t| , Then, since [a : eS y U ]6 G
is cocompatible for D in , by lemma 5.4.11, there exists a
unique semigroup homomorphism <£ : S y U such that 8
for each e e E . To complete the proof we just need to show that
<p extends to a group homomorphism , then the result will follow
from 1.5.13 and from the uniqueness of <£ with 8, e e E,
as semigroup homomorphisms. Let + - - - -- + fnsn = 0 in
(R,s) . Then
0 = e.s. + + e s = e e s + - + <f e s .
11 n n 111 n n n
As in example 5.2.2 , there exists g e E such that e. < g and
L
hence e.S C g S for i- = 1 , » n • Therefore
i —
(e.e s„ + ~ +ees ) e ( gR, g s) >111 nnn N ° ' ° u
and hence is zero in ( gR , g S ) . Nov/
e.s.<3 + + e s 6 = e e s., a + + e e s a1 1r nn^ 111e_j nnne^
= e,eus, a + - - + e e s a1 1 1 g n n n g




as a is a d.g. near-ring homomorphism. Therefore <j> is well-
g
defined and hence can be extended to a group homomorphism.
1 0 4
Remark. Since each member of the family [( eR,es) : e e E j
of d.g. near-rings, is in ^ , the diagram D , defined above, is
in 7B • have seen, in chapter 2, that all colimits of diagrams
in B exist in 13 • Hence (R, s) is in . Thus theorem
5.4.12 provides an elementary proof of faithfulness of a d.g. near-
ring (R, s) over an inverse semigroup S with updirected semi-
lattice E of idempotents. Note from example 5.2.1 that E need





Let (R,s) be a faithful, d.g. near-ring and let G be a multi¬
plicative group. Let X be any set and define:
Y = X x G = j(x,g) : x e X , g e G J,
X = [( x, g) : x e X j.
o
Let F = Fr(Y,R,s) be the free (R, s)-group on the set Y and let
F = Fr(x ,R,s) be the free (R,s)-group on the set X , for each
£ £ £
g e G . Then we can consider each f as a subgroup of F *
£
Moreover we have F = * (R»s) f f the free (R,s)-product of
g e G 6
[ F : g c G ] o Since for all g , h e G , the free (R,s)-generat-
£
ing sets X^ , X^ of F^ and F^ respectively, are in 1 — 1 corre-
sponaence, F and F, are isomorphic as (R,s)-groups. Therefore
£
any permutation of g can be extended to an (R, s)-automorphism of f ©
Now S is a semigroup and g is a group of endomorphisms of f .
The d.g. near-ring generated by S5 = [ s g : s f S , g £ G j in
e(f) is denoted by (r(g),SG) and is called the group d.g. near-
ring of (R,S) on g .
Theorem 6.1.1. If r e (R,s) , g e G , then rg = gr in
(r(g),sg) o
Theorem 6.1.2. F is the free (r(&),SG)-group on the set X •
Theorem 6.1.5. (r(g), +) considered as an (r,s) -group, is an
1 0 6
orthogonal sum of a set [ (R , + ) : g e & ] of (R, s)-groups, where
(R , +) is isomorphic to (R, +) for each gel.
6.2. A group d.g. near-ring for a d.g. near-ring
Let (R,s) be a d.g. near-ring and let & be a multiplicative
group. Then we have the upper faithful d.g. near-ring (R,s) together
with a d.g. near-ring epimorphism 8 : (R, s) - >- (R, s) o For each
g e & , we have groups r , r which are isomorphic copies of (r , +)
£> G
and (R, +) respectively. Then R is isomorphic to R / I under
£> &
the induced homomorphism 6 : R > R • obtained from 6 •
S 6 g
Let * R and R be the free products of the families
g e & g g e & 6
| R : g e G j and { R : g e & ] , respectively, of groups. Then
g g
there exists a unique epimorphism 8* : * R 5^ * R
g e & g g e & g
such that 8 / R = 8 , for each g e G . Let K be the normal
g g
closure of * I in * R . It is easy to see that K is
g e & g g e G g
• ^
contained in Ker 8 .
From now onwards. we write * R for * R and similar
e
g e & S
notation for the other free products, since these are convenient.
Lemma 6.2.1. K is the kernel of 8* .
Proof. Let tt i * R ( * R ) / Ker 6* and
g 7 g
v* : * R ( * JR ) / K be the natural homomorphisms. Since
I ^ E for each g e G , m* factors through * ( R / I ) uniquely,& & s
1 07
as can be sien from the expression:
(0* a ) h , (1)
where a is the isomorphism from <= R onto « ( R / I ) and
6 g g
h : * ( R / I ) ( * R ) / K is an epimorphism.
Since * R ^ ( * R )/ Ker 6* , denoting this epimorphism by b weC 6
get a unique homomorphism k I ( * R ) / Ker 6*
6
( * R ) / K
g
such that
b K = ah (2)
Since K C Ker 0 , there exists a unique homomorphism
K« : ( * R ) / K
g
* R ) / Ker 0* , such that
It is clear that 77 = 0* b
(3)
(4)











g ^ ( * R ) / K
a h
Now from (l) , (2) , (3) and (4) we get
7t k k* = 0*bfc/c' = 0* ( ah )/c' = 77* /<* = 77 , (5.)
77* K ' K = IT K = 8* b K = 6* ( ah) = 77* . (6)
Since 77 , 77* are epimorphisms , (5) and (6) respectively imply that
1 0 8
k *' i( * R ) / lir g* , (7)
*' K = I( * R ) / K . (8)
S
• • •
Hence k is an isomorphism and we get K = Ker 0 .
Let F = Fr (Y,R,s) , where Y = X x G and X is any set.
Then, as in Q 6.1. , we can define S as a semigroup of endomorph-
isms, and g- as a group of (r s)-automorphisms of f and then
construct the group d.g. near-ring (r(&),S&) • Clearly (r(g), +)
is a hornomorphic image of * R under the homomorphism
S
4> : r1g^ + + rn I * rt ^ + rn S,
r. e R , g. e G .L L
Let J be the ideal of (r(&),SG) generated by
IG = { Ig : g e G j .
Then by 1.5.10 , J is the normal subgroup of (r(g), +) generated
by the set
CR(G)) IG (S&) = 1 ) ag , )' (ag) (sh ) , ( ag )( sh) , a g :
/ c r(&) , a e i , g,h e g , s e S ] o
Since i is an ideal of (R,s) ana rg = gr in (R.(g),S&) for
all r e R , g e g , we get ag sh = a' g' f ig . Therefore J
is the normal subgroup of (r(g), +) , generated by the set
h ag , a g : i € R(&) , a e I , g e & } .
How we get a quotient d.g. near-ring (r(&),SG) / J with the natural
1 0 9
homomorphism tt i (r(g),SG) y (r(g),S&)/J .
Definition 6.2.2. We call (r(g),S&)/J the group d.g. near-
ring of (r,s) on G .
(r(g),SG)/J is independent of X , since (r(g),SG) is so.
Theorem 6.2.3. (r(g)/J,+) is a homomorphic image of * R „
O
Proof0 It is easy to see that the homomorphism <p defined
above, maps * I into Gp [(R(&) (SG)] and hence K into J .
&
Therefore K C Ker ir and so there exists a unique homomorphism
>p * r y (r(&)/J 5+) such that Q* tp - 4> it . Clearly
ip is onto. This completes the proof.
Now for (R, s) we have the lower faithful d.g. near-ring (R».s)
with a d.g. near-ring epimorphism _£ : (R,s) v (R,_s) . Again
as in § 6,1. we can define S as a semigroup of endomorphisms and
G as a group of (R,_s)_autoinorphisms of F = Fr(Y,R,_s), the free
(R,s)-group on Y , and then construct the group d.g. near-ring
(r(g),SG) o Since 6 _£ : (R, s) y (^»s) is a d.g. near-ring
homomorphism F is an (R,s)—group. Therefore there exists a unique
(R, s)-homomorphism p : F -j-F such that \i / Y = Iy • Clearly
H is onto and maps ( x, g ) r onto (x,g)(r (6 d)) y for T £ "R •
Let a : SG y SG be defined by s g ( y sg = ( sH) g .
Then a is a semigroup homomorphism, because from above we get:
1U, g,)(s2 6a)J « = Ks, s2)(gi ga)j a = Ks, s2) 6 6 ](6i gjj,)
1 1 0
= l(st ee)(s2 ee)](g1 ga ) = [(st e e) g, }j(sa e e) g2 j
= l(st g, ) a i l(s2 g2 ) a j e
Now we prove that a extends to a group homomorphism.
Let '{ - e1s1g1 + + ^nsngn be 0 in (r(g), +) .
Then (x,g)^ = 0 in F for all (x,g ) e Y. Therefore, for
each (x , g ) e Y , in F we have:
0 = [( x ,g ) t ] P
= K x, g )( f1sigl + fnsngn )} H
= [ «,(*, + + en(x * §)snGn 1 ^
= { ( x , g'g1)(si e e) + + en ( x, g g n)(sn 6 e) ]
= f,(x , g )(s1 e e) g^ + + en( x, g )(sn e e) gn
= (x , g ){ e1(s1 fi 0) g, + + fn(snH) gn ]
= (x,g)|ei(s1g1)a + + en(sngn) a ] „
Therefore y [ e^s^g )a + + en(sngn) a j = 0 in F for
each ye Y . Hence ^(s^) a + + ^n(sngn) a = 0 in
(r(&),SG) • Therefore a extends to a group homomorphism a from
(r(g),+) to (r(&),+). Hence a : (r(g),SG) ^ (r(g),SG)
is a dog. near-ring homomorphism. It is clear that a is onto0
Now, since (ag ) a = ( a 0£ ) g = ( 0£) g = Og = 0
for each a e I and each g e G , we get J C Ker a 0 So there
exists a unique d.g. near-ring honomorphism
j3 : (r(g),sg)/J ^ (r(g),sg)
1 1 1
such that v p = a „ Thus v.e have proved the folio/zing result:
Theorem 6.2.4. (R(g),SG) is a lio;;, o:sOrphic inace of
(R(G),SG) / J o
How for each g e G , (R + J ) / J = [ r + J : r e R j is
IS c
an additive subgroup of ( R(g)/J , +) and
(R(G) / J , +) = Gp j (rg + J ) / J : g £ G ] •
The groups { (R + J )/J : g e G ! .can be considered as (R,s)-
c
groups in a natural way.
Lemma 6.2.5. For reR,gCG, rg belongs to J if and
only if r e I o
Proof. Clearly r e I implies that (r.g)elg C J o
y1 R —
g , the direct sum of { R : g e & }, is a homomorphic image
g f G g
of (R(g),+) . We denote this homomorphism by £ • Also ^g is isc
g * G
morphic to HL(G) / C , where C is the cartesian subgroup of (RCG),+)
( $ 1 [12] ) • Clearly £ maps J into Z! I and therefore
g e G 6
J H Rg into I C Zl , for all g c G . Hence ( r g )£ = r » a
g - g Si
for some a el, if rg eJ. Hence r = a e I • This completes the
proof.
Theorem 6.2.6. For each gcG, ( R + J ) / J and R are
isomorphic as (R, s)~groups.
1 1 2
Proof. Define 7j:(r_ + J)/J ^ R by
c s
s g j (s ©) . By the above lemma T] is well-defined and
&
injective, Therefore it extends to a £;roup homomorphism
77 s ( R + J ) / J v R , which is clearly onto. Hence we get
& S
( R + J ) / J = R .
g g
It is easy to see that r) is an (R, s)-homomorphism.
Vfe have proved that (R(g) / J , + ) is a group generated by a set
of (r,s)-groups. It may be interesting to see whether or not
(r(g)/ J , + ) is an (R,s)-group itself.
1 1 5
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